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In epeaking to the postmasters' association at Boston, Mr. Meyer said that
he was also considering the advisability
of recommending the local parcel post
delivery at city free delivery postofticee.
But in order to inetall such a system, it
will be necessary to obtain from con-

gress a special appropriation to acquire
rewagons and automobiles to do the
quired hauling. .There is a parcel post
but
existing in the United States to-day,
at the rate of 10 cents a pound, and a
limit of four pounds. The object of his
recommendation to congress will be to
it quickly adsorbed.
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for the reason that the rate to foreign
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of Plumbing Goods.
old
No
closets.
pound. Should the packages weigh
oak woodwork for
4 1-2 pounds, the one addressed to the
and eee this line.
Call
goods.
reNo friend in New York would have to be
attended to.
bing
fused by the postmaster, while the one
team.
addressed to the person in the foreign
charge for
land, and which would be accepted,
M.
Longloy,
Ij.
would be forwarded to New York and
Maine. then on to Its destination; perhaps to
Norway,
any one of 22 foreign countries.—New
Engalnd Homestead.
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For sixteen year· I have Utted glaaae· to >1»
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It should be remembered that the
horses and cows are kept during
the winter the less feed they will require. At the same time, it is absolutely
necessary that the stable should be
thoroughly ventilated if the animals are
to be kept in good health.—Suburban
warmer

Life.

mistake is often made of orerfeeding horses daring the winter
months, especially when the animals
Horses
are not being worked or driven.
which are idle should be kept in just a
fair condition and not allowed to put on
The

surplus fat.—Suburban Life.
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hurry

"Now.

on

here.

PHILLIPS

t·

Eunice."

-

COMPANY.

Mrs. Mornlngstar, bustling
to and from the stove In the outer
ki *J:«i u i!:e ι:ΐ.;·..·ι· i.:: It·, "and make
things on the tabic »;uhk. Och," she
threw a remark to the yottug ladles have it right done!"
who waited on the settee, "till we're
"A
Daisy took up her notebook.
ilone the breakfast cooking, it's time
Pennsylvania Dutch farmhand," she
fur dinner a'ready. And it's so hard
repeated as she wrote, "Is treated as
;o know what to cook all. too, fur yous
Curious custom.
an honored guest
And today it was everytowueiK.
Peter, you have a cinch of it here,
thing now scarce. The lard was all haven't you? Now, if you married
anil the pies was run out and the Ollie and became one of the family"—
bread stale. And here this morning 1
"Daisy!" Georgiaua protested.
<rev Doc fur his breakfast fat cakes
"I was only going to say, Georgiana.
.ith co.Te? over and he sayed, now he'd be
up against it then. He couldn't
So he
lhat he certainly don't want.
lay off when he had headaches, and
oat balony. where I bought off of he wouldn't have his evidently dainty
"ake Evksteln's meat car. That there and fastidious appetite catered to. So
baijri;; I don't like—they say Jake ho I wouldn't advise you, Peter, to marry
puts r.:o."t anything In It! But Doc Ollie. And," she ad^ed, lowering her
!:e eat It."
voice for Peter's ear alone, "she has
"D«»c?" repeated I>al»y Inquiringly. an awful ligure, hasn't she? She looks
"But he's not a towner."
like a yard of pump water! But why
"Och," said Mrs. Moridugstar In Ollie isn't gone on you, Peter, 1 can't
confusion, "I don't mean to say he's understand, for you're certainly the
just a towner. But lie's near as sneaky least woozy looking"—
about his wit ties as If he was one."
She was checked by the entrance of
Daisy at once seized lier notebook. Abe and his father, who now came
"'Sneaky?' Does that mean choicy? Into the kitchen and took their plâtres
IIow perfectly killing!"
at the table, where the boarders joined
"Eunice," Mrs. Morningstar again them.
Abe looked half sullen, hall
shrieked, "fetch them pie out of the shamefaced, with a scowl for his
oven! Och," she volubly continued to mother's overtures to him and furtive
her boarders. "I couldn't get that
glances at Euulce as she moved about
donkey of a new stove to work today the table setting cups of coffee and

prompted

of cornstarch at each place.
Kinross looked on at this little by
play with sympathetic iuter^t.
"The fellow will marry that dower
he
less girl,"
confidently thought
"Trust a quiet girl like that to play
her cards cleverly! She has Abe where
she wants him! No doubt she's a cat.
like all other women, and Is workiug
that youth as much to 'spite' lib
mother as to make a good market for
Women are all alike fundaherself.
saucers

mentally."

IT

Sunday

"bean
night" In the social circle of the
Morningstars. and Ollie. dressed
lu her best furbelows, was seated

evening,

iu the front room, which was never
opened except on the Sabbath. Dili··
was awaiting the arrival of her "fol
She was looking very com
lower."
placent as she rocked herself in tin·
big. stuffed rockiug chair. She had
beeu slower than most of the girls in

the
neighborhood In attracting a
suitor, and uow that a young man ot
means who owned his own farm clear
bad begun to wait upon her with si?
nilicant regularity every Sunday night
ehe was feeling encouraged.
Euulce was seated near her at one ol
the windows, au open liible on lu»i

lap.

out*

I

«mem
ΙΓιί/ιυαί

uit

tustrtU'e hesitation
toic tlx sheet

Abe

and them pie ain't good baked all. 1
have only twelve fur over Sunday, too,
anJ "that ain't enough for the size of
"
j.io we ©a*
"I'm
rry you find It so troublesome
to taier for us. Mrs. Mornlugstar,"
said Uoorgiuun. "But take comfort—
th;*ie are some esseutlals of diet that

lind so good In town as
on a farui—butter, for iustnnce."
"Yes, well, but." Mrs. Mornlugstar
shook her head doubtfully, "the butter
ain't good ou the farms all. Not like
Eunice." she called shrilly to
ourn.
the outer kitchen. "make over the cofone

»

au never

fee uow and put an extry spoonful yet
la and use the big pot— the little one Is
yet so soou full. Tous towners," she
explained to the youug ladles, "likes
your coffee so strong that way. Well.
I like It when It tastes good, too—coffee—especially by the such cold winter
weather.
But," shaking her head,
"uot so strong like yous take It. Yes,
It mukes me a difference, too, if my

wlttles don't suit me. Now here one
day," she related as she placed a
white crusted pie on either end of the
table, "we had a boarder here fur a
week from out west, and she sayed
how
they fried their sauerkraut.
Well, I says, that would be a big surprise to me to eat fried sauerkraut
yet! Eunice," she again called, "take
watch oucet when the meat car comes;
Doc—Pete—he says he'd now like

were

to

steak oncet."
"You are very Indulgent to your
farmhand," remarked Georgians as
Peter at that moment walked Into the
room and sat down in a huge painted
rocking chair directly in front of the
settee.

"Och, Doc," warned Mrs. Mornlngetar, "that chair '11 fall together If you
set on it before Mister makes It new
rockers at."
Pete removed himself to the edge of
the settee l»eside Miss Ellery, who,
with apparent willingness, made room
for him by drawing away the skirt of

I

:

j
j

»

ιι>

11 in

line-

v^Miv,

u.

Τ lit· truth was
tier Sunday clothes.
Eunice did u»t have any Sunday
fresh
the
Hut
clothes.
kitchen gown of dark blue which sli.·
wore, with a bit of cheap luce a loan
her neck, threw out the fairness o;
her face and iiair and did for lier what
all Ollle's finery could not do for that
young woman's fat. round visage.
A few feet away, in the open door
way leading out to the porch. Dr. Kin
ross sat smoking a pipe and reading a
Sunday paper. Unlike Mr. Morning
etar and Abe. he did not celebrate tinday of rest by sitting a bout in a toilet
consisting of Sunday pants, a white

ginghar!

shirt without η collar and uo vest or
coat. He wore his overalls as usual.
His reading of his newspaper was
varied with speculations as to whj
Eunice so industrially read the Hi bitWas she devoutV He had always be
lieved that he had a constitutional dis

devout people—unless they
Roman Catholics, in which case
But
they were rather picturesque.
evangelical devoutuess. even In the
illiterate, from whom oue expected no
better, was generally nauseating. Or
like

of

were

It the girl's mental hunger which
led her to read the only book per
mltted on the Sabbath to any one over
whom Mr. Morningstur had any au-

was

thority?

Ollle
Morningstur was regarding
with pride the furnishings of the best
Her parlor boasted of
front room.
some elegancies that uo other parlor
in the township possessed, for besides
the Inevitable plaster of paris cat
and crazy Jug (the latter consisting of
a large sized bottle covered with putty
and stuccoed with various objects
such as buttons, beans, pieces of glass,
and so forth, and the whole gilded
over to produce a wonderful effect)
there was the large, elegant colored
picture—Swift & Co.'s advertisement
of lard—portraying two great, fat,
oval hogs leaning drowsily against a
fence, with η lurid sunset in the back
Qllie thought It lovely,
ground.
though of course not so beautiful as
"Rock of Ages" framed in red plush

and gilt, representing a young lady
in a nightgown hanging to a cross,
summer
Raw food is not in a condition to be her remarkably pretty pink
the angry billows dashing against the
In
her
taste
liked
Kluross
approximated to the tissues of animal gown.
rocks on which she kneels and her
life. The experiment, often tried, has dress; her costumes were simple to
long and remarkably abundant hair
corn
he
or
19
cooked
the point of distinction and,
pounds
proved that 18
down her back.
eqnal 50 pounds raw corn for hog feed- thought, exactly suited her etyle of flowing in ripples far
These things were among the compen
ing. Prof. Mapes tells us in the above beauty.
sentence that it takes 2 1-2 times as
eatlons of Ollle's sordid lot.
"1 guess yous think such a old chair
much raw corn as cooked corn to proPresently her complacent expectation
as soou be throwed on the wood
would
duce a given gain with hogs. This is
"but I'm and the reading of Kinross and Eunice
First as to pile." said Mrs. Mornlugstar.
very important, if true.
and
used to it some thirty years, and I'd were Interrupted by Georgiana
coarse feed, such as straw, hay, corn,
Daisy, who strolled into the parlor
From 1850 on to about 1870, there have homesick fur it If it went."
etc.
on the
were many establishments in this conn"By the way, Mrs. Mornlugstar," said and seated themselves, Daisy
Geortry where coarse feed was steamed or Daisy plaintively, "would you mind front doorstep near Peter and
cooked for stock. It is significant that haviug the porch chulrs moved to the giana on the wludow sill beside Euover her arm
none of these establishments long mainbide of the house which doesn't over- nice. Georgiana carried
tained the practice. Cooking feed for look the
We're here for our the skirt and waist of a pretty white
cemetery?
swine has been thoroughly tested by
She and Daisy, having held
gown.
health."
many stations. Averaging the results,
Mrs. Morulngstar looked at her In counsel aud reasoned that the girl
we find that with such grains as corn,
she said Euuice must feel her shabbiness in
corn meal, peas, barley, rye, middlings, surprise. "But I don't think,"
had
there is an actual lose of β percent in reassuring."y, "any of 'em would come contrast with ollle's gorgeousness.
decided to offer, her a few of their
feeding value by cooking the feed. Ex- over."
own garments,
beginning with this»
The entrance of Ollle at the kitchen
perience, has shown, however, that potatoes must be cooked, if fed in quantity door carrying a basket of apples check- white dress of Georglana's.
"It may serve to develop the girl's
to give satisfactory results.
ed Daisy'β answer.
Pnor. W. A. Henhy.
latent aesthetic sense to give her someher mother turned to her
"OUie,"
This goee to show that great minds
clothes." Georgiana had sugcomplainlngly, "where was you atY pretty
can disagree.
"Tasteful clothing is often
gested.
dinner
the
make
and
help
Come, hurry
educative."
feuliy
time
waste
What
table.
on the
you
One dog that was known to have kill"Yes." Daisy had gravely agreed,
fur? I got apples
ed 9400 worth of sheep in the town of plckin* them apples
"and I can Imagine that Eunice might
Kendale, N. T., was recently shot and plenty."
look awfully fetching If she sported
Ollie pouted as she removed her sunthe man who did the shooting was preBut." she added rather fretfully.
sented with 915 for bis act of ridding bonnet and hung it on a nail. "I like up.
she feels there Isn't any inthe vicinity of a dangerous destroyer of to be out too. by this nice weather." "I suppose
out here—with
property. Why not introduoe this prac- she su id. with a reseutrul glance at ducement to sport up
isn't
tice in Maine?
the two young ladles of leisure on the not a mau about the place that

Cooking Feed for Stock.

Feeding Unbusked Corn.
Remember that it ia essential for the
Unhusked corn gronnd and fed to
hens to have water in winter as well u steers at the Texas station showed
in summer, as eggs are composed large- slightly better resnlts than pare corn·
moid.—New England Homestead.
ly of water.—Suburban Life.

leave

know

you
pop
"Well,
throwed away your time," warned her
mother. "You know how It unpleases
him—that there. Here, Eunice, dish up
don't

1

woozy-excuse me. Georgiana—but
that Eunice !s too nipe looking to care
for Abe. Have you noticed how stuck
on her he Is? She'd be an awful goose
to throw herself away—as nice looking

as

settee.

his meals and that's all he wants. He
doesn't look at girls. Not even at meafter 1 stooped to condescend to Jolly
him a littler'
"You entirely miss my point, Daisy,
dear" Georglana had returned gravely. "My object in offering Eunice a
pretty gown is to try to awaken In her
a sense of the beautiful on a much
higher plane than that you talk about.
Seated on the window sill beside the
object of her benevolent Intentions,
Georglana içd up tactfully to the mat-

ter of her gift.
"Eunice." she began earnestly, her
eyes on the distant horizon which was
Just beginning to deepen Its eveuing
hues, "do you ever feel. In your nearness to nature here, how really we
ourselves are a part of all th s wonderful beauty? It seems to me that
this environment" she added, wit

waiting for Eunice to rcP>·
"ought to make us sensitive to beauty

out

In every detail of life.'
Kinross grinned behind his newspaper and settled himself to enjoy

He was
conversation.
Georglana very diverting.

the

Aniline

...
Eunice looked up from her book, her
dark eyes dreamy and absent
"Sensitive to beauty even to the point
of feeling out of harmony with our
environment if we are not tastefully
Ami
dressed." Georglana went on
"
so
she ended gracefully, laying the
gown she held across Eunices ap.
"1 want to give you this pretty white

g°Eunlce's

wide with a
"You want to
questioning surprise.
give It to me?" she asked wonderingeyes

grew

"But why?"
Kinross, from behind his newspaper,
found himself listening Intently to hear
what Eunice would say.
"Because I feel." Georglana end ed
tr ®,n&
encouragingly, "that even
a thing as our clothes can help us to
got Into right relatlous with life."
The girl's puzzled gaze seemed
ing to make it out. But before she
could reply OUIe leaned 'orwar.l amL
eagerly examining the embroider} and
rutiles on the pretty dress lying aero*»
Eunice's lap. asked with undisguised
covetousness. "Did yoir wear it fur

ly.

Eunice—the curt or language she
used, the ideas «be expressed—talking
about the want of harmony with her
environment being ••fundamental!"
"For au unschooled Pennsylvania
Dutch girl of the backwoods"—but his
reflec tion was checked by a whispered

girl,

remark from Daisy at his side.
"Iuingiue that yard of pump water,
Ollie, in one of Georglana's gowns!
She looks as though she weighed 250

Fahrenheit!"

"Do you mean avoirdupois?"
Pete. you needn't be so
"Now,
retorted
she
smart!"
resentfully.
"What if 1 du mean avoirdupois? Oh,
dear," she sighed, "I never seem to be
cocksure of η fact. 1 almost wish I
were clever Instead of pretty."
"Now, if you was Georgie," he remarked, "you'd be both; ain't?"

"Peter," Daisy gently reproved him,

"I wouldn't be shocked if you called
me Daisy. (Sweet name, isn't it?) But
to permit yourself the liberty of calling Miss Ellery 'Georgie'—that's the
limit! So you think," she added, "that
she's both clever and beautiful? And
she thinks you, Peter," she confided to
him, "have a latent fineness concealed
somewhere al>out you"—
"A whatever?"
Daisy's answer was arrested by
Georglana's rislrg from the window
sill and sitting down beside her on the
front door step.
Georgiana had evi-

dently quite

recovered her not easily

disturbed equanimity.
"What are you reading?" she inquired of Daisy in the tone of gentle
patronage she always used to her
cousin and for which Daisy appeared
humbly grateful. "Or. I should say,
what Is that book you are not reading?
One of those that father made you

pack ?"
"Yes," sighed Daisy, "this one Is to
equip me for our European tour noxl

on
Switzerland now
dear!" she said, with per
functory enthusiasm. "The author ha*
so
many pretty thoughts about tilt

summer.

It's

I'm

perfectly

scenery."

Georgiana smiled Indulgently. "Dc
you know, Daisy, what hook you and \

Georglana

Eunice she never did think at the
does much like what 1 do." Ollie add
ed insinuatingly.
"That is perhaps commendable to a
certain point." said Georglana gently.
"Rut one should give Just enough attention to outward adornment to let
It express something of the Iruer
rc»ue,MU. of our tUoughts aod
feelings or the lack of It Is often symbolized by our dress. We should cul-

life^

ïbe

tivate our natural Inclinations for external harmonies-It Is not right
indiffereut to them-they are a le»,.t
mate part of life.'
She had addressed herself to Eunice,
and the girl, still looking puzzled, an"But when thi
swered uncertainly.
lack of harmony with one's environment is fundamental mere extern..

adjustment can't help things."
Georglana looked nonplused. Daisy,
fumbling the pages of a book she w as
not reading, dropped her lower Hp In
astonishment. Dr. Kinross put down

his paper from before his face an
took Ids pipe from his mouth. Ελβη
Ollie's fare expressed surprise.
"We ueed not ever let our environ
ment rule us." said Georglana. looking
as though she bad lost her bearings,
but making an effort to recoNer her

self.

"I am tho master of my fate,
I am the captain of my aoul.
"And the groat English poet Robert
Browning," she continued instructive
ly, "called environment 'machinery,
just meant to give thy life its bent.'
Emersou's whole gospel is man's spir
ltual mastery of circumstance. I am
aware thut most of us are slaves to it
But we cau rise to a plane where in

6tead of letting it control us we con
trol it. Otherwise we go through life
missing the true beauty, the perfect
harmony of the universe. I feel sure
that you can find that harmony if you
will keep your mind open to it. For in-

stance," she said, with a perfunctory
playfulness, "begin by putting on this
white gown—in which I feel you will
give those about you a genuine aesthetic pleasure—and even help to edu-

cate them to a fine taste in the small
things of life."
"I suppose you mean to do me a
kindness," Euulce answered, her eyes
dowucast, "and so I thank you. But it
would humiliate me to be a recipient
of «harity. I find more of the 'harmony' which you seem to value so
highly in clothing myself only in these
clothes which I myself have earned
rather than in—other people's things,
however beautiful they may be."
She gathered up the white gown as
ene

lap-

spoKe ana iaiu it on lieorglaua's

Kinross saw that Georgiana in her
chagrin at the girl's failure to appreciate her generous patronage almost
lost sight of the astonishing languag·
she had used.
"If that is the way you feel," she answered, "very well. I beg your pardou
If I have offended. I did not mean to.
The fact is 1 have misunderstood. 1
did not know that"— She broke off incoherently, unable to express herself
in her new and confused impression of
the farm girl.

"Stung again!" exclaimed Daisy.
"I'lease, Daisy!" protested Georgi-

η

ua.

"But, Indeed, Georgle," pleaded Daley, "I can't blame Eunice for thinking
it isn't worth while to wear glad rags
out here when no one would see her

anyway."

"That Isn't the point at all," returned
Georgiana, looking distressed.
"Are you

glvin'

it back?" Ollie here

demanded of Euulce incredulously.
"Och, what makes you act so dumm?
Mebbe," she said, turning to Georgi-

"It would tit me—if you don't
want it"
"You are too stout and too short for
It," Georgiana answered a little distantly. "It isn't that I want to get rid
of the gown. I thought merely to enana,

courage Eunice."
"Encourage me?"

again puzzled.

repeated Eunice,

"But I see that I was mistaken," she
said hastily.
She half turned her back with a
movement that closed the conversation.
Eunice's eyes fell to her book again, and

for a time no one spoke, though OUIc's
look of disgust at the loss of the prof
fered gown was louder than words.
Kinross replaced his pii>e iu his
mouth and drew on It vigorously. This

her Bible and rise to go away.
But she was stopped on the threshold.

CHAPTER X.

EUNICE

was about to pass Ollle's
steady cotnp'ny with a nod, but
the young man stopped directly
in her way, and, holding out his
hand with a shy awkwardness. Hushed
deeply as he looked at her.
"Ocb!" exclaimed Oille, turning in
her chair to welcome him, but not
rising, "but-I'm glad you're here oncet!
I'm so tired listenln' to the big words
they're spittin' at each other here—
yes, even Eunice yet! I didn't know
Eunice could speak such high language! She ain't never done It around

still."
"Nor around me. neither—I'd like,
too, to hear her oncet," replied the
young man. bis bashful tones only
Just audible and his face and neck
self consciously red as he retained
Eunice's hand so that she could not
pass on and looked at her with au ar
dor In his gaze that appeared quite
irrelevant In view of the general understanding that he came to "set up"
with Ollle. "Won't you stay settin'
us

the porch, Eunice?" he nervously
the girl.
Eunice looked at him In surprise
To ask her to commit a breach like
that, to violate the social code that no
third person must be present at a
Sunday night "setting up"—was he
wandering in his wits? She tried to
withdraw lier baud, but could not—he
held it tight—with Ollle, l>r. Kinross
and the young ladies all looking on!
"This is the first time I have saw
you—since 1 begun to come Sundays."
he salii with evidently gigantic effort
to compter his embarrassment at the
acknowledgment he was making In
on

begged

Ollle's very presence.
at Sunday nights
come over?"
you

"Where

still

was

when

I

"Where %as she at?" spoke lip Ollle
boisterously. "Out on the back porch

and Abe!"
Eunice dragged her lingers from his
clasp and turned away before he could
recover from the evident shock of
Ollie's communication.
The three boarders, realizing that
they were de trop, also rose and went
away. Ollle and the young man were
left in solitary possession of the field
for the evening's campaign.
"How many dupes are there in this
friendshaft. I wonder!" Kirross sal!
to himself us he strolled out into the
garden, his pulse bounding with a
Etrange excitement. "The young ladies
think I'm a country lout. Ollle thinks
the young man. Hen Mucklehenny.
comes to 'set up' with her when evidently he is fatally smitten with Euiveoven
nice ilet hira lay low it
.»
iliipe
it). As· foi* lue, lia .'e l. ..ι». !
a oisabout lhat girl, Kuiwie? ia :

tid-

nice or just fur so?"
"Oh. I wore It for 'nice.

which evidently announced the ex- leave me go none—and if I was hired
pected arrival of Ollle'e "regular I could mehhe go more'n I kin so.
comp'ny"— led Eunice to quickly close They anyhow kin have off In the even-

settin'—with our Abe. That's where
she'd be tonight, too. I guess, if mom
didn't jaw her so fur it!"
"With Abe!" repeated Ollle's osten
slble "friend" In a consternation that
forgot the presence of others. "lier

^

CHAPTER IX.
was

his nose and mouth. Then, you
know, he'd be dead next mornlug. To
be sure." she went on. "thfere's Peteshe uilght sport up for hlm-but he a
Give him
such au Indifferent thing!
over

the cornstarch ia these here eaucers."
she ordered as the girl came Id with
two steaming dishes. "Use the common Eaucers fur all, only Doc and the
Do you hear?" she
two ladies uot.
Eald threateningly,
looking at the
girl's abseut countenance. "I want to

[CONTINUED.]

meet this demand by an adretail price. The board of
vance in
health announced that herds should be
tested annually to keep tuberculosis
from the animals, and August 1 issued
orders calling for all herds to be tested
time. Farmers refused.
the second
The time was extended to October 1.
Farmers continued firm and much milk
This naturally
was sent to creameries.
greatly inconvenienced milk dealers in
the city of Portland. This has steadily
continued until now, when Portland
milk dealers say a milk famine is imminent.
The present indication is there
will be a struggle between the board of
health and the milk dealers.—New England Homestead.

obliged

she ls-on a fellow as tight across
the chest as he ls-as any oue can see
he Is'
Ugh!" Daisy shook her shoul
"If I had to
ders with a shudder.
marry a man with a nature like thatclose and mean, you know—I d get up
some night and gently lay a wet towe

Author af "Tillie: A Mennonite Maid."
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salesmen and

'

How many times do we farmers do likeADVANCED POSITION TAKEN
wise? Each department is distinct in its
It could not be
MASTER-GENERAL MKYKK—HIS IDEAS order and arrangement.
more so were they separate stores under
CLEARLY OUTLINED FOR INCREASING
separate ownership. Each one must
THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SERVICE.
stand or fall on its own business and
profit; and yet a thirty cow dairy, where
Tbe movement to secure parcel post differences could be cheaply determined,
has received new impetus this fall. It is kept as a unit. There may be profit
is safe to assume that during this ses- from the whole, but what cows are maksioD tangible effort will be made toward ing it? Let us suppose that a big groinsecuring rational and just reforms in our cery department was kept running
postal systems. Allusion has been definitely at the expense of the silks and
made in the news columns of New Eng- ilrygoods; what would you or I say as
land Homestead to the energetic sup- dairymen?
Don't let us forget for a moment that
port given the parcel post proposition by
Postmaster-General Meyer, and further the great fundamental problem in our
interesting testimony and comment are agriculture to-day is a lack of business
now available on this subject so impor- management and
ignorance. We are
It was in- not wholly to blame. We have grown
tant to agricultural classes.
dorsed last month at the meeting of tbe up in the work and not been educated to
national grange at Hartford. Oppo- it. That is why we run things so loosesition to parcel post comes chiefly from ly. and in a great measure why we do
two sources, tbe big express companies, not get on better in dairy and farm manwhose seltisb interests in tbe matter are agement.
These department store buyers agree
well known; also from country retail
merchants, who honestly fear that the that the pure food law is working
adoption of a low rate would greatly in- smoothly and that trade is now adjusted
jure them, while benetiting the mail to it; uo more cottonseed oil sold for
olive oil. By the way, I was reliably inorder houses.
In its issue of December 1-1 this jour- formed that the sale of pure olive oil is
nal presented the opinion of some big on the increase, largely to people of
This
weak digestion and heart action.
men on the latter phase of tbe question.
Generally they believed a parcel poet is clearly in line with the advice of
service would benefit rather than injure many good medical men, that we are obthe business of the country merchant.
taining our carbohydrates too largely
from sugars and starches and not
WORK ALREADT DONE.
enough from fats and oils. I received
The postmaster-general has been car- another bit of information useful to
of
education,
on
a
bringcampaign
rying
farmers, that vegetable oils are rapidly
ing to the public his reasons for ad- passing, people again turning to pure
vocating the establishment of a parcel hog lard.
U hat thinks the cheese producer who
post on rural routes of such a form as to
meet the objections of the small store- feels that he cannot eat cheese? I saw
the
of
no price mark under 22 cents a pound,
keepers and retailers, whose side
case is certainly worth consideration and prices ranged up to 05 cents for old
has
He
treatment.
and generous
spoken English Stilton.
Let me pause right here and ask every
freely and intelligently on this subject,
New
the
before
Eugland post- reader who is doing well, but who is
recently
masters' association at Boston and else- ambitious and feels by times that he
where. Misaddresses have been pecu- gets small reward for his labor, to just
liarly pertinent, because they have en- stop and figure out the cost of his living
deavored to deal with the matter of dis- at city prices; cost of horse and carriage,
advantageous competition for country house rental, church, school, mail and
The
merchants.
retail
postmaster- telephone facilities—from $1 to $2 a day
general has prepared for us the follow- for things in the city which the farmer
bis
position. gets and knows nothing of the cost.
ing interesting statement of
When I have a spell of this sort out
THE POSTMASTER OBNSRAL ON POSTAI.
conies the pencil, and our home conPROOKES8.
veniences are figured up on this basis;
My propositions are: 1, a reduction and, lo! my income swells enormously
from ltf cents to 12 cents a pound ou the and there comes a feeling of satisfaction.
il. Ε. Cook in Tribune Farmer.
geueral parcel post and an increase in
the weight limit from 4 to 11 pounds.
in
been
Twelve cents is the rate that has
Sampling Cream.
use for years on parcels shipped from
At the recent convention of creamery
any city or town in the United States, instructors the assistant dairy commiswhen addressed to the people of 30 for- sioner of Iowa very properly called up
eign countries with which we have the importance of correct samples of
postal conventions.
cream, and expressed the opinion that
2.
For tbe establishment of a parcel the taking of inaccurate cream samples
post on rural routes for packages orig- continues to be the cause of conditions
inating on and addressed to patrons of butter-makers frequently run up against
the same route, the rute to be 5 cents m gathered cream creameries. The imfor the tirst pound and 2 cents for each portance of accurate samples goes withadditional pound up to 11 pounds.
out saying and formerly called out the
We have established at present nearly studied attention of operators as well as
are
which
routes
rural
serving those who supplied the cream. Of late,
36,000
about three and one-half million families however, those who furnish the
and their help; these are in operation in on the farms have got so hardened to
every state aud territory of the union. leaving their cream in the exclusive care
The residents of a city or large town of the creameries, as they have been and
have every facility for obtaining their still are managed, that they take what is
requirements. The same is not true apportioned them and say little about it.
with reference to tho farmer. There- So long, therefore, as little complaint is
fore, it will be a great benefit to him to heard, even creamery managers are liahave the opportunities which a parcel ble to grow indifferent to the importance
post, such as I propose, would offer on of coutiuued care over the liability to
allow toe »rror in
It will
taking ont nf a samnle that
our rural Mutes.
farmer, whose time is fully occupied «hall correctly represent the whole mass
and who cannot hitch up hie horse at a from which it was taken. There is such
moment's notice and travel 20 or 25 a thing as drawing a small sample of
miles, to order hie supplies by telephone cream that will, with very close accuThe supplies will then racy and near enough for all practical
or postal card.
be brought to him by the man who goes purposes, represent the cream from
by hie door every day and at a price which it was taken. But it requires exwhich will be a fair recompense to the treme care on the part of the sampler
that the requirements are strictly carried
government.
This will mean increased business for out in every case.
the country merchant, which increased
There is constant danger that this will
business will mean larger orders for the not be and is not always done. The perjobber or wholesale dealer, while the in- son having the work in charge at times
crease in cancellations will augment the
gets in a hurry and fails to exercise the
salary of the fourth-class postmaster, required care, or he gets careless from
merchant.
who is frequently a country
long service iu the work atid don't care,
or it may be an extremely cold turn in
UELV IM TROVE KoADS.
the weather, and his tiogers are cold
It will have another effect; the im- and he
carelessly lets his sampling tube
provement of the roads. You cannot become partially frozen up. Any of
improve the roads without benefiting these irregularities introduce an error
the farmers and you cannot benefit the and some one is cheated.
farmers of this country without benefitThus, at all creatn-gathering factories
ing the nation. The merits of the prop- and at dairy conventions this matter
and
the
osition are very far-reaching
should be given frequent and oft-repeatestablishment of such a service would ed attention.—Maine Farmer.
the
tax
be
a
in
govnot
upon
any way
Milk Troub le in Portland.
ernment, but would iucrease the postal
to make the
in
time
tend
and
revenue
It looks as though the milk war which
rural service self-supporting, while aid- was
waged in the vicinity of Portland
ing our people who live in distant parte two years ago is to be revived. Headers
of the country who have not at all times will recall that about two
years ago the
the opportunity for getting the necessi- board of health of Portland discovered
ties of life.
that more than ten per cent of the aniThe extension of the parcel post ser- male
supplying milk to the city were
vice hae excited the intereet of the peo- diseased. Aided
by the state cattle
ple and is meeting with their approba- commissioners, the board brought about
tion, especially iu the rural districts. a wholesale examination of cows in the
It is, however, being opposed from self- counties of
Cumberland, Oxford, York
ish motives in some instances, and in and Somerset. This resulted in the killmaniare
the
criticisms
instances
other
ing of about 500 cows out of the 5000
festly nut made from the standpoint of examined.
the public interest.
the
Farmers retaliated
SOME

A. W. Walker & Son's,
A Reliable

A few hours spent in a great department store baa a lesson for the farmer.
There are system and order on every
hand. The cashier must at the close of
the day balance her checks with the
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Term· Moderate.
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Democrat.

Oxford

The

'whatever,'
guised college professor
is her conversation this eveniug iiiiglu
suggest? lier diction Is certainly not
the everyday tongue of the Moruifigtars,
itow the dickens doos It hup
or

!'*■

··

too many circuaiBtaiiccs—the
"Imagine thai yiiril of }>umi> witter In f.oruiugstars' selfish treatment of her,
one ol Georgiana's gnu nu!"
Abe's infatuation, her slavish workthe
ought to have brought with us to ιiie.se and other things rebutted
read in this betting—with this back- theory that she was anything else than
then,
ground?" she usked, waving her hand what she pretended to be. How,
account for that astonishing little revabroad to indicate the farm at large.
"Wliieli?" inquired Daisy respectful- elation of herself this evening? lie
conceivable
ly. "Please to break it to me gently. turned it over lu every
But

Georgiana."

"Izaak Walton's 'Compleat Angler.'
It is remarkable that such an unpretentious work as 'The Compleat Angler'
should have lived since the seventeenth century and be so very much

way, but could arrive at ιιυ conclusion

concerning her. lie deckled tlyt he
must certainly make au opportunity
for talking with her and investigate
her thoroughly.
Meantime Hen Muckleheuny's hesitation in taking advantage of the clear

alive still."
his slowness to
"Wait! I'd better make a note of fleld left to him and
at Oilie's
that." said Daisy, gathering up her seat himself in the rocker
side were attributed by her to his well
book and pencil.
on known bashfulness. It was thus that
went
"It
lives." Georgiana
also his lack of
It
so
vividly she had interpreted
thoughtfully, "because
ardor on every Sunday nl^ht that he
exhales on every page nature's true
with her. No amount of enif
anything could had been
message. Why,
on her part had availed
make me want to go n-fishlug, Izaan couragement
to warm him up to the sort of love
Walton's picture of its delights would
making considered in that locality an
tempt me. And the famous passage
essential
preface to matrimony.
he
recouiwhich
about the worm—in
"Hen," began Ollle, when at last they
meuds anglers to be merciful to it"—
were rocking monotonously side by
"The worm?" It was Eunice's soft
side In their big wooden rockers on
voice that spoke Impulsively. "It was
the jiorcli, "you ain't gut no need to
not to the worm, but to the frog that
to otir Eurecommended
Izaak Walton
anglers trouble to make so polite
sister
ain't
she
seein'
right
my
nice,
to be merciful, wasn't it? 'Use him
that way. it makes me no difference
as though you loved him; that is, harm
if she likes you or if she don't, her
him as little as you may possibly that
"
bein' only 'dopted and not our own
she quoted.
ho may live the longer,'
and blood. It wouldn't unplease
Kinross leaned forward In his chair, flesh
me If you didn't make over her any."
on
ids
his
chin
his
on
elbow
his
knee,
"But," began Hen uneasily, "I didn't
hand. The two young ladles stared
to her just fur to please
at the girl as though unable to credit make polite
you, Ollle—not just to say fur that exthe evidence of their card.
Ile stopped helplessly, look"You have read 'The Compleat An- actly; 1"—
"
Georgiana's astonished tone* ing distraught.
gler?'
Ollle was slow to grasp a new idea.
Inquired.
Ail she saw Just now was that her
"Many times," the girl answered,
lover was more embarrassed
then suddenly colored and shrank back bashful
than usual. "That's all right. Hen,"
a little. "I—have seen it—yes."
irrelevant"You have seen it to some purpose she reassured him—quite
fellow thought.
eince you are able to quote it so accu- ly the uncomfortable
They rocked In silence for a while.
#

rately."

Eunice looked down at the Bible on
her knee and did not answer.
"But, Eunice, where did you get the
book?" asked Georgiana.
"1—came by it—once."
"And you read it many times?" she

persisted.

courtships are
Pennsylvania
wont to lie punctuated by long periods
Dutch

Hen's countesilence.
Instead of expressing the ecstades of a lover in the fair presence
of his lady, looked as If he were slttlug In a dentist's chair under the or-

of

sepulchral

nance,

Eunice glanced up with a faint deal of an exiHised nerve.
"Hen," said Ollle presently in a tone
smile. "Not so much for its didactle
to speak
Instructions about tlshiug. but for the of heavy import, "I want
anecdotes scattered through It, the somepin to you."
Hen tidgeted and waited to hear it.
quotations and songs and poems."
"If you wasn't keepin' comp'uy with
"You have the book in the house?"
me, Hen, do you know what I'd near
asked Georgiana.
The girl looked uncomfortable. "I up and do."
"But that needn't hold you back,
have not read it for more than a year,"
Ollle, from nothln', fur I ain't Just to
she said with evident evasion.
"If you are fond of reading—aud οΓ say"—
Hen floundered again and was silent.
such reading—we shall be glad to lcl
said
"I'd take and go to town and hire
you have some of our books,"
so
Georgiana In a tone of encouragement out fur a girl. Pop he holds me
close at boue to the work and won't
to struggling rural ambition.
"Offer lier 'Some Facts About the
Great Back Boned Family,'" advised
Daisy earnestly. "It's so fearfully uninteresting that I'm sure it must be
very Instructive aud beneficial."
"Thank you," Euulce replied. "But,"
Bhe added, with an uneasy glance at
01 He, "I never have time to read except on Sunday, aud Mr. Morulugstar
would not allow me to read anything
but the Bible then."
"But 1 am so glad to And," said
Georgiana graciously, "that when you
do have an opportunity to read good
literature you take advantage of It
and that you read so appreciatively."
"I am glad to^be a source of euch
happiness to you," said Eunice, speaking with a faint uncouscious touch of
Irony that suddenly brought the color
to Georgiana's cheeks. Eunice herself
looked as though she scarcely understood the vague discomfort which pos-

sessed her under the almost affectionate patronage of Miss Eilery.
The sound of a steu on the oorch—

44A Good Name at Home"

"le a tower of strength abroad"—and the
excellent reputation of C. I. Hood Co. and
their remedies in the city of Lowell, where
they are best known, inspires confidence
the world over, not only in the medicines

town kin."
"You needn't mind me, OIlie," Hen
hastened to reassure her; "you Just go
If you want."
Rut Ollle shook her head. "I thought
at it, but I couldn't make my mind

ings still—hired girls in

up to leave you, ITen."
Hon looked miserable.
"Or if 1 didn't hire out I thought at
going to a factory, in a factory yon
kin set all the time—and If there's one
thing I love to do it's settln'. And pop
he has cross if ever he sees me settin'.
To be sure, Sally Sellnabel, she disfur hlrln' out. She
me
heartened
hired there fur a while In town at
such a boardln' house where there
was twenty-two comers and goers and

she says she Lad to work wonderful
bard. She says at home on the farm
she had only six to cook and wash fur
—and twenty-two towards six—that's
a

difference, too—ain't?"
"Yes, anyhow," Hen dully

acqui-

esced.
"And Sally she sayed them towners
they wanted a hired girl to !>e a fool
fur 'em—to run in a room when they
rung a bell like as if she won a dog
and to hand 'em things round the table
Instead of doin' their own stretchln*.
Tfiem ways I wouldn't take to so

good."

"I guess," Hen agreed.
"And Sally she sayed the missus
wouldn't leave her have her reVlar
comp'ny come and set up with her—
she tole Sally she didn't want no
strange man comln' to her house.
And Sally she tole her pretty quick,
'lie ain't no strange man,' she says.
Ί wouldn't go with no strange man.
He's my reg'lar comp'ny.' Now, think,
Hen! Accusln' Sally of travelln' with
a strange man!"
"To think anyhow!" said lien.
"But a body could go to the rnoft
garden now and agin if you was hired
in town. Oncet Alx> he took me to
such a theater play at the rooft garden
and If It wasn't grand yet! A man
come on the stage named Mr. Montgomery. He was the wlllaln. Now,
If he wasn't somepln tierce! Honest to
goodness, Hen, he was the worst man
I ever seen!"
"Now!" exclaimed Hen with forced

sympathy.
"But, then, to be sure, if I was In
town stayln' me and you us we
couldn't keep comp'ny Sunday evenings."
Hen's gloom deepened to despair.

"Ain't, Hen?" Ollle tried to rouse
him to some ardor.
The fact was the girl was weary of
lier bondage to her father's mercenarlness and longed for the freedom from
it that marriage would give her, especially marriage with one so well fixed
as Hen Mucklehenny, and she was hoping by this suggestion of going to town
to stir her lover Into some alarm at
the thought of losing her and thus
flecipitntc their ! ■.·>;-iai and marriage. True, he h.; ι I c .t co.iiing to
Bee her only a few mouths, but where
was the use of in 'efiniîe delà;. ?

[το

be

continued.]

as Wedding Fee.
Mutiila'H leading young
men was donning his evening suit preparatory to keeping a social engagement lie ran Ills hand Into his pocket
and was surprised to find an envelope
there. On opening It he discovered «5
pesos In bills. "Now. where In thunder
did I take on all this money?" he said.
"It Isn't mine, for I never carry my
hills around In an envelope." Then he
sat down to think where he had worn
the suit and how he had come by the
25 pesos. "The last place I wore It,"
he mused finally, "was when I was
best man at a wedding a mouth :igo.
But I gave Dr. Uosslter his money. I
remember distinctly giving him some
thing, and It must have been his fee.
If I didn't give him the money, what
In the world did I give him 7" lie called up Dr. Uosslter by phone. "Do you
mind telling me." he asked, "what I
gave you for a fee at Blank's wedding?" The answer came back very
distinctly and cuttingly: "Young man,
you gave me a box of vile smelling

Ah

Cigarettes
one

of

cigarettes."—l'hlllppine Gossip.

Arbiter and Arbitrary.
If an arbitrator is chosen to end a
dispute, says the London Chronicle,
there Is no reason to dread that his decision would be arbitrary, though the
two words are very near relatives. An
arbiter, the Latin word which used

to l>e more common as English than
it Is now, meant by derivation simply
"one who went to" something to examine It, and so at first a spectator or
witness. Then In Itoman law It assumed the technical sense of au umpire.
But a "Judicium" the legal decision In
a case with regard to a definite sum
of money, for Instance, was distinguished from an arbltrium, a legal
decision as to an uncertain sum which
had to be determined; hence arbitrary
acquired the sense of uncertain, ca-

pricious.

William Morris In Court.
In one of the Loudon police courts
over which Mr. Newton presided—the
Morris protested
Thames. I think
against the magistrate's sentence on
his comrade and called out "Shauie!"
In court and, being roughly hustled by
the police, resisted them and was Instantly arrested and placed In the
dock. The magistrate. In entire Ignorance of the identity of the unusual
looking prisoner, asked Morris who he
was, and he replied. "I am William
Morris, artist and poet; pretty well
known throughout Europe. I believe."
This had the effect of bringing about
his Immediate release, but Morris said
afterward that it was the only time he
had had to bounce altout himself, and
—

he would never do it agaiu.—Walter
Crane's Reminiscences.

It W jj Plain Enough.
A college professor who recently returned with his wife from their honeymoon "greatly amused a compauy of
people in his home town, according to

the Lewlston Journal, by assuring
them, on being questioned concerning
their trip, (tint uolxtdy where they
spent their honeymoon suspected that
they were bride and groom.
"What kind of a place was It you
were lu?" the president of the college
asked. "An institution for the blind?"

bot In anything their proprietors say
a boat them. "If Made by Hood It's Good."
Economical Woman.
"I believe Hood's Sarsaparilla the best all·
Of small economies the following
round family medicine kiown today." Mrs.
will lie diliicult to beat for smaline;s:
Q. D. Farley, 852 Wilder 8t, Lowell. Mass.
"I recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to any A laboring man who hands over his
one." John B. Dcrrr, 14 Auburn Street weekly wages to his wife Is allowed
Lowell, Mass.
by her an ounce of tobacco a week.
**I am a strong and healthy woman today,
She buys It herself In two separate
from taking Hood's Sarsaparilla. which I
she declares, to
keep In the house for all the family.'- Mrs. half ounces In order,
Fannie Balch, 106 Leverett St, Lowell. Mass. get the advantage of the two turns of
MI consider Hood's Sarsaparilla the best the scale.—London Chronicle
blood purifier In the world." Mas. Jinnib
E. Carlton. 113 Liberty 8t., Lowell, Mass.
A Brutal Definition.
Hood's Sarsaparilla Is sold everywhere.
Knlcker— What Is a philanthropist?
In the usual liquid, or in tablet form called
Bocker—Λ man who gives what he
••rsataba. lOO Doses One Dollar Pre- I
doesn't need In a way nobody wants.—
C.
I.
Hood
Maes.
Co.,
Lowell,
by
only
pared
New York Sun.

Cfcrford Seraocrat,
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ISSUED TUESDATS.

(our years? Particularly since many
hunters fail to secure game. It's our
Paris Hill.
opinion that old maids are not appreciated. If memory serves us right we beThe week of prayer will be obeerved
lieve John once confessed that bachelors
at the Baptist church, the meetings beought to be taxed, but evidently he
ginning on Monday evening,
rather pay his fine than face the
· would
Hubbard .I Bmusic.
Mrs.E.H.Jac*
the guest of her sister,
Mr. Vernal E. Ellingwood and Miss
«Ml»
. I.. daysMarjorie May MoKenney were quietly
Dects to return to Boston on Tuesday oi
married Tuesday morning, Dec. 81st,
thia week
Mrs. Jackson is recovering
Rev. Isabella Stirling Macduff. The
from an accident to her foot which has by
ceremony was performed in Rev. Miss
kept her confined to the house for a few Macduff's study, at the residence of J. R.
Tucker, only Mr. and Mrs. Prank P. Mchearing given by the County Com- Kenney, parents of the bride, being presa
missioners iMt Wednesday upon
ent. The bride wore a traveling gown
tiun signed very generally by
of garnet velvet with bat to match, and
state
οÏ
the>
of the town, asking that a part
the happy couple took the east bound
mad ω originally located be changed to
for Boston for a brief wedding
ina»ad »· ttomgh express
will go to housekeeping in
the tune woods, the prayer of the peti trip. They
the house next the residence of Mr.
··. granted and the ne. location
Roscoe Tuell. This was recently purestablished accordingly.
chased by Mr. Ellingwood, and they will
Miss Maud Douglass of South Pari·
be at home to friends after Jan. 15. Mr.
snent Sunday with friends at Paris uiu.
is an industrious and highly
Mrs W G. Hammond has closed her Ellingwood
respected young man, and Mrs. Ellinghouse and gone to spend the remaining wood is one of our
popular young ladies.
the winter .Uh b.rbn.tber,
Tbey have the hearty good wishes of
Γ F llathawav, at South Pane.
many friends. The bridal couple receivAdvertised letters in Pans poet ofhce ed
many wedding gifts of value.
Jan.1:
The last Sunday in 1007 officers were
Mies Ueorgle Bryant.
elected in the Universaliet Sunday School
Mrs. Frank IMckerman.
as follows:
Mr·. Aroma K. Emery.
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Tkkms —#1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement·
Aaonapni
are given three connective Insertions for $1 JO
In
of
Inch
column. Special contracts
'ength
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

SMttLE COPIES.

IK

Single Copie» of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
αΐηκίβ copies of each Issue have been place·! on
•ale at the following places In the County
Shurtlel's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Noyés* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
A1 fred Cole, Postmaster.
Bucktield.
Mr·. Harlow. Post Office.
Paris Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
K. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Jan.

Events.

Townships.

The County's Condition.
The county commissioners of Oxford
County held their annual session at the
court bouse last week, and in connection
with the treasurer prepared their annual
report. The condition of the county is
very gratifying. Rather more has been
received in fines than in the preceding
in
year, and an increased expenditure
some directions has been offset by a reduction in others, so that the balance is

very satisfactory.
Of the 1907 tax on the organized
towns and plantations,
only $74197,
divided among three towns and plantations, is now unpaid.
The statement of receipts and expenditures of the treasury for the year is as
follows:

RKCKIPTS.

$lt!,l'.*»57
27,522.73
7,531 58
'.\3tf9.77
1,034.74

Cash In treasury Jan. 1,1S07
On account county taxes,
Fines and costs
Kees from county officer»
Wild land taxes,
Koad taxes,
Confiscate·! liquors, etc.,

751 56
287 2S
11 Kl
S.S7

..

$53,726 70
EXPENDITURES.
Costs March term. Supreme Judicial
Court
Costs Mav term,
Costs « K-tober term

$3.217 63
1,907 27
SJSMI

County Commissioners' orders,
County office expense
State taxes, Interest, etc.
Sal tries
Cash In treasury

12.(·4.'>β2
472.Λ5
.',«7:5 32
S.573 00

21,101.27

Dec. 31,1Λ>7,

$3*5,726.7·

expenditures have been unusually large during the year, the additional term of court, held at Rumford
Falls, costing not far from 92000, and
the expense of the Everett murder trial
at the October term being not far from
the same amount. The commissioners
have also duriug the year purchased a
pasture in the rear of the court house,
to be used as a work yard, at a cost of
$1000. Notwithstanding this, the condition of the county is shown to be
about $7000 better than last year. For
the tiret time since the court house was
built, the statement shows resources in
excess of liabilities, as follows:
Court

RESOURCES.
nue iro!» «*w.

',,

*"

Superintendent—Rev. I. S. Macduff.
VIce Sui>erlntendeut—Mre. Klla M. Bates.
Secretary—Mine Dora I. HIU.
Treasurer—Mrs. Oora H. Jack eon.
Librarian—Mrs. Genevra G. Tuell.
We were misinformed regarding the
dates of the opening of West Paris Public Library. It was closed only Wednesday, Christmas day. Hereafter the
library will be open Wednesday and
Saturday as usual. Eighteen new books
have recently been added to its list.
Ât the annual meeting of the Greenwood and Paris Telephone Co. officers
were chosen as fullows:

Ureenwood.

■

WlbMM$M>returned,
Cse of telephones,

till

Mrs. Howard Robinson.
Mr». Albert Sloane.
L. Leroy,
i'rof. Caldwell.
l>r. 1». I'. Ordway.
Mr. V. L. SlaJek.
Mr Cyrus sttachileui.
Mr. William Urquhart.

ADVEKT1SEMKSTS.

Children's Eye:·.
Vlnol
Dre*· Goods.
Coats Coats Coats.
Harvard Cough Balsam.
Good Kobe for Ρ'· .V).
Koad Taxes In Unincorporated
Notice o< Foreclosure.
Lownev's Chocolate Bonbons.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

P^
Jhevoee

IT".,"!

7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
NKW

Bobbjrd

"it»

ers.

Job Printino —New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.

Coming

,,V

Since there is wmetimM tM ™uch of
a good thing, we thought it best to defer any details in connection with Uinst
mas for one week, as hinted in our last
Our young craft all attended a
locals
family festival at Ε. H. Morgan's on
Patch Mountain, and reported a
President—Walter Kmnionu.
class visit, while our better half and sel
Vice-President— R. E. Morgan.
remained and kept things in
Sec.—F. J. Cole.
But we were
borne.
Treae.—W. H. Lurvey.
0f Us
us,
Divers presents were sent to both of
Miss Delia H. Lane will stay this winone of ours being Hicks'almanac for the
ter with her sister, Miss Minnie A. Lane,
present year. We had heard of.ncha who has rooms
at the Methodist parpublication for some tune, but never
sonage.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke went Wednesday
for thi, month he .ays
"A reactionary storm of last week to Lisbon where she expects
at the very first:
to remain through the winter with her
period is central on the 1st, 2d and 3d.
There are several reasons for apprehend daughters.
Mr. S. Barry Locke was at home for
ing general and severe terrestrial and atr
the Christmas vacation.
mospheric pertubations at and about
Hezekiah Farrar is at Norway fora
A
this first storm period in 1908.
then he goes on to explain what those few days.
Miss Ethel M. Howe, who has been
reasons are, basing* them all on the
ac- teaching school at Mechanic Falls, is at
and
sun
and
the
of
planets;
position
home.
cording to his calculations nearly all of
A. L. Bacon has been on the sick list
this month will be stormy and
This gives us a fine opportunity Ito see for several weeks.
The Wednesday Club held its last
how much of a weather prophet the Rev.
meeting with Mrs. C. G. Morton. WedIrl K. Hicks really is.
·
of this week the club will meet
Frank Morgan stopped with us Tues- nesday
with Mrs. L. M. Irish.
day night and reported that he and his
Mann's mill, which shut down for a
uncle had secured 17 foxes amdexPe
few days because of lack of lumber, is
to get several more before the end of
as usual.
He also informed us that his again running
season
Snow is much needed for lumbering.
a field
neighbor, Kalph Herrick,
Mr. Clarence L. Ridlon made hie first
<,f corn and hedgehogs took the lion s
as carrier on the new R. F. D. route,
share of it; then he went to sotting traps trip
Ellsworth Curtis was
on Jan. 2d.
thus No.
and caught 10 of the "varmints,
This route is
as substitute.
diminishing their number so much for appointed
18 miles in length and goes to North
111
Paris through a part of Tuelltown and
Floyd Morgan went through his long
R. N. Stetson's, and back
season of work at carpentering without Sumner, past
through North Paris. No doubt it will
an accident, but was not so
cause the discontinuance of
after going home. The other day while eventually
the post office at North Paris.
using the ax, he cut his ankle so severeMr. Albert Bowker, who severely
ly as to require a physician to stop the
sprained his ankle some two or three
flow of blood aud close the wound.
at last accounts was not yet
One month of winter gone and not a weeks ago,
able to walk. His place as clerk at G. A.
zero morning yet, 10 being the coldest
is
taken
Smith's
by Newie Rowe.
up to «late, and only two mornings so
The Harry LaMarr traveling company
But the past year, as a
low as that.
here last Friday evening at Dunwhole, has been a record breaker and played
ham's Hall to a fair audience.
thus we disposed of it on the last day.
Good Will Hall at the Universaliet
nineteen hundred and seven. you <»e at raidchurch was also open on the same evening for a free social, and there was a
*·
good attendance considering the entercook crows you have pas,ed out of tainment at th<?otlier hall.
That
It has been arranged to have Good
Welcome Sew Year lias come In.
Will Hall open every Friday evening for
a social, and a variety of games will be

orfj..at
°"\Sh

Γ» for'Zt,

j

roujhu

Panted

fortunJ^

ens'the
Λnd'tae

The dance at the City Wednesday
21,101.27 evening was well attended, there being
Refreshments
about 30 couple present.
ttXjKl*
of joe cream and cake were served.
LIABILITIK».
Music by Cole's orchestra.
Bonded Indebtedness, *
Clinton Cole is t]uite eick, being threat^ ono.oo
ened with pneumonia.
M5
U
Due Oxford Law Library
Mrs. Fred Kdgerly is gaining though
$>;,:#tf.t7
very slowly after a severe illness.
*« «>
Resource» m excess of uabinttov »
Lu!u Emmons of West Paris has been
their meeting last week the coin- the guest of her cousins, the Misses Emmons, the past week.
Friends of Mrs. Janie Lapham are
sorry to hear of her sickness at the home
of her daughter in South Paris.
Mrs. Eland Whitman and Celia Pike
of Woodstock were the guests of Mrs.
Jacob Curtis one day this week.
b»a submitted l»u pi"»
Mrs. Leonard Chesley aud Mrs. Osgood
°' th" Swan were the guests of friends in town
this week.

Τλτο* aettSMd a°'1
Cash In treasury l»ec

il.

....
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prweuted by dUieD.of

Oxford.

The bouse of the late Dr. A. L. Hersey
has been sold to Mr. Turner of Chamfrom
bers Corner.
Mrs. I. X. Keith has gone to SomersΛ.«-wortb, X. H. She b >re the journey betcommissioner»» adds the road from the ter than was expected. Her daughter,
of Parte Hill thron«h that Mrs. Hatch, accompanied lier.
George Hawkes has been sick for two
village to the fork where the two roads
weeks, unable to be in the store.
A meeting of the members of the Congregational church was held Tuesday
evening. Mrs. C. F. Starbird was chosen
clerk, Mrs. Geo. Towne, treasurer. Ar"ηϊ"'
dismissed «l.boat
rangements were made for future work.
°"
The Congregational Ladies' Circle met
bv tbe commissioners. Il
"\
:κι»
take anv action in the matter. Wednesday with Mrs. James Cook.
There was a Xew Year's ball WednesThe takiue of the bridges and the pay«oo'd
day evening in Robinson Hall.
lav of a large sum of money, which t
Hebron.
commissioners have not in
The winter term of the academy opennor have they any legal authority to borrow it or raise it by other mean· for the ed Tuesday and the most of the students
i>urp"se of freeing these bridges.
Tbey are in their places ready for hard work.
Mrs Sargent is still with her sister in
have therefore taken the action etated,
the
merits of the Xew York.
without reference to
Mr. Henry Bearce has returned to hie
several petitions.
teaching in the University of Maine, but
Mrs. Bearce will temain with her parents
A New School Law In Force.
for the present.
With the first of this month certain
The young ladies who are teaching in
amendments to the Maine law relative to
Massachusetts went back Wednesday.
the raising of monev for common school»
Miss Etta Sturtevant has gone to LewFor years there to.
iston.
been assessed by tbe state an annual11«
Mrs. Η. K. Stearns continues very eick.
of one mill on a dollar, and
Dr. Oakes was there in consultation witli
created has been apportioned to the
Dr. McFadyen Wednesday.
towns according to the number
Many people are suffering with bad
of children of school age in each
to*"?· colds, but the most of them are able to
In order to obuin its proportion of this
be out.
fund atown must raise at least SO cents
for
the
inhabiunt
of
comper
support
Dickvale.

toStf«.

}£*r,ll

7SS**2°\

g;

Sorksouth

■^κ:τϊΛ^"ί»
?."ΐή ai~1"b.

SSÏÏbltb.Li*»*
Kïwi

IZ- h dîmw»

pn-J^u.

'"""îitVtl..
V^^'

,°n7S"a«c..

ieîtral

the>J*Bd

mBy'act°of

the legislature last winter,
the mill tax is increased to a mill and a
half, and the minimum amountwhch
each town must raise
from
m) cents to 55 cents per inhabitant.
The practical working of this chang
in the law will of course depend upon
the number of scholars in a town. I
Paris, for instance, the amount paid y
tho town to the state on account of the
half-mill increa-e in the tax Will be this
" the fund should be ai>
vear »710.S4.
*h®
portioned exactly as it was
increased amount received back from
h«
Ot).
be $1.167
Tbe minimum amount to be raised by the town is
of comparatively little importance, as
Paris has for some years raisedI an
amount about fifty per cent larger than

s^wrfnced

SewTuld

<be*l,«h3»g.

last^««1

I. tb. 1.» -bich is o.
interest is that relating to
sation of district superintendents of
schools, chosen by a union °f
Heretofore the state. In such a case, naa
contributed to the salary of
tendent an amount equal to that paid oy
the combined towns, with cerUm
tions
By the change in the law in
state will pay double th* amount pa d
by tbe combined towns, up to $800 m
any one case. This is only, " "nder
former law, where the superintendent
holds a state certificate and devotes his
entire time to the schools.

t^ompentow£

«gjfjj

hm.ta^

t^

Florence Wyman is on the gain.
Mrs. Will Dixon of Farmington, X. H.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Bernard
Putnam.
A. B. Xoyes and Ernest Sturtevant
each lost a good horse by sickness re-

cently.

If a herd appears all right when affected with tuberculosis, one cannot detect
it without the test. To whom and where
should one apply provided he wanted
them tested?
Will Child is breaking hie colt.
Albert Eastman and wife, Perley B.
Child and Elmer Child of Rumford visited the family of Frank Child on Christmas

Day.

Norway

Lake.

Mrs. R. K. Morrill is doing as well at
be expected at the hospital in Lewiaton.
Mrs. Kinsman Hill is recovering from
an operation at Dr. King's hospital in
Portland.
The Christmas guests have all returned to their homes,
Mr. C. A. Stephens went away again
Jan 15th.
J. L. Partridge is recovering nicely
but is not able to be at the store yet.
The Xorway Lake Woman's "Club met
with Mrs. Winifred Pottle Jan. 1st.
Almost every one is wishing for snow.
can

Eaat Bethel.
At the last regular meeting of Aldei
The "Little church around the corner" in New York is to lose its character River Grange the following officers were
as the place where romantic couples elected for the ensuing year:

may go for a hasty marriage on the
quiet. The rector of the church has
Men tbe possible error of hi· ways and
when it is
announce· that hereafter
possible publicity must attend any marriage at which be officiates. Whether
the fact that on tbe 6rst of January a
law went into effect in New York by
which persons intending marriage must
record their intentions several days in
advance, as it is done in Maine, bad anything to do with the rector's chang· of
heart, ia not aaaounoed.

LIGHTHOUSE KEEPERS

Main· New· Not·*.
BockfMd.
wm
F.
Jewett
James
of
The
body
pulpit
Now, Dlckvale—What do you mean by
here for burial Monday afterA Canaan man wu fined $10 (or oonthat? Don't you think it only fair that of the Congregational church laat Sun- brought
noon from the home of hi· daughter,
of court at Skowhegtn Thursday,
IN
ALL
in
arWEEK
a
share
bave'
day.
THE DOINQS OF THE
tempt
"old maids" should
in
Maiden, for listening at the keyhole of the grand
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Chand- Mrs. Jennie Jewett Morandi,
the program, at least once in
ranging
Mrs.
and
THE
COUNTY.
Mr.
OF
SECTIONS
by
conBethel.
Rev. W. C. Curtta occupied the

West ParU.
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also be books and magazines fur those
who desire to read. These socials are
entirely free, and every one in the community is welcome to attend. Come and
have a good time! Those socials will
contine until further notice, the only exception being once a month when
the Universalist society plans to have a
pay entertainment. The week on which
that is held the social will be omitted.
Mr. Nathan Brock has been ill for
several weeks with a stomach trouble.
About 7 o'clock Monday morning of
this week, the chemical tire engine was
tested to good advantage for our town.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum was entering a door
to her millinery room when she caught
her foot in a rug, made a misstep, and in
saving herself knocked a lighted lamp to
the floor which instantly started a fire.
Finding she could not extinguish it she
called for help. A few pails of water
had but little effect and by the time
some of the men had the fire engine on
the sceue, the room waa full of smoke
and the tire had a dangerous start. When
the engino had put out the fire it was
found that her stock was
practically
ruined, one counter was partially burned
and the board ceiling overhead was just
beginning to burn. The room overhead
contained shavings and sawdust and in
15 minutes more the firo might have
been beyond control. A close call ! Lat
us have a fire company
organized at
Mrs. Farnum had some insurance.
once.
West Sumner.
James Tuell, who was severely Injured
in a railroad accident at a grade crossing
in Buckfield about three weeks ago, was
brought to his home here Thursday.
Mr. Tuell stood the journey fairly well
considering his weak condition. Their
many friends are glad to welcome Mr.
and Mrs. Tuell home again, and their
patrons will rejoice when they are able
to open the baker shop once more.
Ellis Doble and wife of South Paris
spent Sunday with Mrs. Doble's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble.
News has been received of the serious
illness of the little daughter of Roy Bisbee, formerly of this town, now of Auburn. Tbe little one has acute Bright1·
disease. Hopes of its recovery are en-

tertained.

S. B. R.

Club met with Mrs. R. II.

Ryerson Thursday

afternoon.

The roll
quotations from

call was answered by
Mrs. E. D. Ε. N. Southworth. Biography
of Mrs. Southworth, Mrs. R. H. Ryerson.
A description of the first Thanksgiving
service ever held in this country was
given by Mrs. Geo. Clark. Facts about
the Dead Sea,
Mrs. flattie Howe.
Conundrums, Mrs. Jeanette Pinkham.
Refreshments were served. The next
meeting will be Jan. lfith.
Mrs. Alvin Gerry while washing a
iloor last week run a splinter under tbe
nail of one of her fingers. She thought
very little about it until it began to pain
her terribly. Last Saturday Dr. Wheeler of West Paris was called
to her and
after administering ether lanced the
finger and removed the nail. At this
writing Mrs. Gerry is doing well.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Varney of Sumner
spent New Year's day with Miss Luella
Farrar and her brother, A. G. Furar.
It is said that there is only one man
in Oxford County that is the owner of a
turkey. This fortunate person Is
possessed of only three which he exhibits for the sum of twenty five cents.
Mr. Geo. A. Chandler was the recipient of a turkey Christmas which he
did not keep on exhibition long. It was
brought from Boston and was presented
to him all dressed by his brother-in-law,
E. L. Tuell.
Old Santa has been playing some
rough jokes this year. One young gentleman, who shows a tendency to baldness, was given a small bottle purporting to be hair renewer. Another young
man who has tried in vain to raise a
moustache waa given a false one. And
still another whose hair is of a vivid
color received a bottle of blaok hair dye.

ler Tueeday afternoon.
Mise Helen Biebee returned to Pareonefleld Monday where she teaches English
and elocution in Parsonsfield Seminary.
The young people who spent the
Christmas holidays at home returned to
their schools Wednesday morning. There

Among tljem Harry Purington, Bowdoln,
'08; Chester Beau, U. of M.; Miss

Mass., accompanied

Morandi. Mr. Jewett was bom in thia
town aeventy-two years ago and early
engaged in mercantile purauita, and baa
been in retail and wholeaale buaineaa
and aa a traveling aaleaman, until falling
health compelled bim to retire from
active life. Mr. Jewett haa lived at
Hotel Long for several yeara, until a
little more than a year ago he went to
Maiden to live with his daughter. The
funeral waa held from the Methodiat
church Tueaday morning, Rev. Mr. Pot-

Miriam Herrick returned to Boston Conservatory where she is studying vocal
music, and Miss Lucia Weed returned to
Boston to continue her studies in elotle officiating.
cution.
Mr. Harold Hall and Miaaea Louise
Miss Grace Ames, who has been spendre- Buck and Amy Shaw returned to Boaton
with
her
the
mother,
holidays
ing
Wednesday morning.
turned to New York Wednesday.
One evening recently Misa A. H.
Rev. Isabella Macduff of West Paris
entertained a party of young peowas the guest of Miss Alice Mason Mon- Prince
ple by an exhibition of one of the lost
day.
Prince owns the old family
It was with regret that the public arte. Mies
at the request of her
learned of the resignation of Mr. Vanden- flax wheel and
the art of spinkerckhoven from the management of our guests ahe demonstrated
giving at the same time an intelephone office; the new arrangement ning tow, talk
on the- preparation of the
Mr. structive
went into effect New Year's day.
The girle of
Vandenkerckhoven has carried on the flax for the spinner's use.
it a little hard
business to the entire satisfaction of the to-day would consider
return
to some of
to
were they obliged
public and the company, but since the
olden times."
consolidation of the companies last sum- the occupations of "ye
Roaalvo Crockett cut his foot quite
mer, the salary the company was willing
the axe going
to pay would not warrant Mr. Vanden- badly Saturday by
wood and
kerckhoven's keeping the position. The through a stick of stove
The buckle
business is carried on by Miss Ward well striking the top of hie foot.
more serious
and an assistant from Oxford, until a of his overshoe prevented a
cut.
permanent arrangement is made.
H. A. Irish has been in Portland on a
Wednesday evening the new officers of
business trip the past week.
the Eastern Star were installed.
Mr. James Tuell, the victim of the
Mrs. J. U. Purington is suffering from
neuritis and is under Or. K. R. Tibbetts' accident at the High Street crossing,
was taken to his home in West Sumner
care.
Mrs. E. C. Rowe, who has been very ill Thursday. Mr. Tuell is getting on as
with the grippe, is reported more com- well as could be expected.
A large delegation from this place atfortable.
The event of the week which is antici- tended the leap year ball at East Sumtime
pated with pleasure is the opening of ner Wednesday evening. A good
Odeon Hall. It is owned by the Bethel was reported.
Buckfield Grange entertained the
bank and under the supervision of the
Hebron Grange Saturtrustees has been thoroughly remodeled. members of East
The trustees have kindly invited the pub- day, Jan. 4th, at which time the newly
lic to be present at the opening next elected officers of Buckfield Grange
Thursday evening and have provided an were installed.
Secretary Mower of the Maine Baptist
entertainment which promises to be of
Missionary Convention will occupy the
a high order.
The officers of the Woman's Relief Baptist pulpit Sunday, Jan. 11, *08.
Mr. A. J. Hammond, a cooper emCorps will bo installed next week, Mrs.
died sudJ. C. Billings being the installing officer. ployed by Morrill & Cloutier,
Robinson
Miss L. M. Stearne will have a "mark denly at the home of H. M.
Thursday noon. Mr. Hammond was
down sale" beginning Monday, Jan. 6.
two
leaves
He
Friday evening the Gould Academy sick only a few days. in Portland. He
basket ball team played with the Port- daughters, who reside
of age. The reland High School and the result was 45 was fifty-three years
mains were taken to Portland Friday for
to $ in favor of Gould.
burial.
MI DDLE -fNTKRVALE.

Loveil.
Porter Farwell of East Bethel is movMr. John Farrington, Jr., a resident
ing some pressed hay from the old Farof this town, but who was stopping for
well farm to his place.
Π. H. Bean and wife were here re- a time with his brother, Abel Farrington, of Mexico, died there the 2d inst.
conrly.
Mrs. M. J. Kerwin and little girl, and was brought hero Friday for burial.
Stella Varonica, have gone to Bethel The service will be Saturday from the
Hill for a while. lier sister, Miss Mil- Congregational church at Center Lovell,
dred C. Grey of Massachusetts, has re- and in charge of Kezar Valley Lodge,
cently started for California, where she I. 0. 0. F., No. 00, of which he was for
is to be married to G. H. Walker, who many years a member. Burial at the
of hers in Kimball Center cemetery.
was a schoolmate
An all day meeting of Suncook Grange
Union Academy in Meriden, Ν. H.
Mrs. Charles Eames and little niece, was held Friday. The officers were inFrances Baker, have been visiting rela- stalled by deputy B. W. McKeen of Fryetives up Sunday River.
burg.
C. K. Chapman was in Portland FriWillie Chase with bis comely oxen is

doing quite

a

lumber business.

We recontly received the Denver Poet
from Colorado and read an account of
thousands of baskets of food being distributed among the poor and homeless.
That far away land is indeed mindful of
the Gospel Mission. Indeed Mrs. R. J.
Coffin, a Maine woman, is right in saying
she has met with many good people
there.

Bryant's

Pond.

"Mrs. Partington,"
was at the Opera House Thursday evening. The play was a rural comedy of
three acts. Mr. LaMarr was at his best
and had good support. It was surely
the most original and laughable entertainment ever given in our town. The
singing of Miss Lewis was exceptionally
âne also.

Harry LaMarr,

\farv

\frc

as

Çîaann

anH

Miflfl

T.izzifl

day, and Ν. T. Fox and Dr. E. J. Noyes
were there Saturday.
Jessie A. Chapman returned to Sanford to her school Saturday.
North Stoneham.

School in this district closed Dec. 20

after a very profitable term taught by
Goldie Adams.
R. M. McKeen attended the funeral of
Mrs. Samantha Horr at Fred Stearns' of
West Lovell Sunday. Mrs. Horr was
formerly a resident of this place. Her
five children were all there to the
funeral.
Carl Keniston of Lovell is visiting his
grandfather, Mr. Wm. Gammon.
Mason Stone and a friend from Massachusetts have heen spending a two
weeks' vacation at Arthur Stone's cottage on Lake Kezar.
West Lovell.

Stevens of Athol, Maes., are visiting their
aunt, Mrs. Flora Ricker.
The icemen are busy. The ice is four·
teen inches thick on the south part of
the pond. John A. Titus & Son will
put in the largest amount. Ten years
ago about every man to harvest ice was
the butcher; now nearly every farmer
and many of the village residents make

The funeral of Mrs. Samantha Horr,
who died very suddenly, Dec. 20, of heart
failure, was held at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Stearns, Sunday,
Dec. 29, conducted by Henry Brown.
Rev. J. W. Card spoke words of comfort
to the bereaved family and friends. Two
selections were sung by Geo. Eastman,
Will Brooke, Carl and Althea Farnum.
it a practice.
The dramatic club will present "The Her five children are Marcus Horr of
Country Minister" here in about two Albany, Ν. Y., Josiah Horr of South
weeks. It's a new comedy that is hav- Paris, Lillian Coffin of Presque Isle, Etta
ing a great run at present in the cities of Foster of Portland, and Mrs. Stearns.
New England.
Among the flowers was a pillow with
The Stephens store is nearly complet- mother in purple, Mrs. Etta Foster;
be
ed. The tenements above will not
spray, Daisy Stearns; wreath, Joeiah
finished until spring; also a double Horr; horseshoe, G. W. Stearns, PortMr. land; vines, Mrs. X. Fox.
around the building.
piazza
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Barrows visited at
Stephens intends also to build a large
shed in the spring and put in a cold N. Fox's last week.

Christmas passed quietly here. There
storage basement.
The spool factory is closed for a few was a family tree at Will Fox's and
several attended the trees at A. W.
days while waiting for orders.
Mrs. A. B. Atwood and son of Little- Wiley's and at the Harbor.
Miss Bessie McKeen of Albany is at
ton, Ν. H., are visiting at Edwin Thompwork at W. S. Fox'e.
son s.
Elmer Bowker, Alden Chase, 2d, and
North Waterford.
have returned to Hebron
Amie

Thompson

Irvin Green is quite sick with an
Mrs. Iza Perkins of Fryeburg is visit- ulcer in the throat.
Cora Scribner, who has been at Harry
ing her daughter, Mrs. Lee M. Rowe.
Frank Lane of Portland is stopping at Brown's, is visiting at Fred Hazelton'e.
Lucius McAllister has moved into the
Amos Bryant's. Mr. Bryant has been
rent over P. W. Saunders' store.
quite ill of late.
Lillian Bisbee is at her mother's, Mrs.
Abel Bacon passed Christmas with hie
L. A. Holmes', for a few days.
sister, M re. Olive Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton attended
East Sumner.
the funeral of Mrs. C. H. Pernald of Al-

Academy.

A big crowd attended the Grangers' bany.
Irvin Green has a horse sick at Jamea
ball on New Year's night. So large in
fact as to be a jam. A larger hall is Brown's.
Mrs. Perkins, who is staying at her
needed.
The supper and the sociable of the son's, W. S. Perkins', is in very poor
Congregational Circle on Thursday even- health.
John Gammon, who has been working was well patronized.
Preaching services are expected in the ing at Bryant's Pond, came to Fred
Hazelton's to work for a short time.
churches next Sabbath, Jan. 12th.
Rev. Mr. Bealsof the Bangor Seminary
Here and There,
has given excellent service for two Sabbaths and all desire him to continue.
At this date, Jan. 2d, Isaac Bonney is
The year 1007 was the coldest with
reported as being very feeble with doubts one exception in the history of the Portas to recovery.
land weather station, which has been
Mountain Grange of North Buckflold
running for thirty-six years, the temvisited Union Grange on Saturday, the
perature for the year showing a total de2Stb ult. A good time was enjoyed.
ficiency of 777 degrees, and that notwithstanding the fact that the last two
Locke's Mills.
months of the year wore considerably
Business is rather dull here just now. warmer than the
average. It is not at
The mill shutdown Tuesday eight not all difficult to believe.
to start again until Monday morning.
The New Year's ball at Mt. Abram
A city newspaper discussing newsHall was well attended, forty couples
being on the grand march. Mnsic by paper hoaxes says that "Fakes are not
all fabricated by fly city reporters. The
Woodsum's orchestra.
Mrs. Ella Pearson is visiting her sister, greatest fakir of them all, when he is a
fakir, is the country correspondent.
Mrs. Frank Reed, at West Paris.
Mrs. Meader, of Bryant's Pond, spent The city reporter must exercise some
Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. Elmer care." But it appears on reading farther that what he meane by the country
Cumminge.

Mr. Frank Reed, Frank McKenney and correspondent is the country reporter
Harry Holden of West Paris were at for the city papers who has a monoply
of the field. The remarks in no degree
tamp Comfort a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Trask spent Christ- apply to a correspondent or any one in
with a country
mas Day at David Foster's.
any way connected
paper. The city reporter must exercise
Denmark.
some care, but sometimes it is very
Mr. A. P. Merrill is very sick at his little. On the other hand, the one who
writes news for a country paper must
home.
Mrs. Ida Bartlett is reported aa quite not only be sure of his main facts, but
of all details as well. On the question
sick.
Mrs. Annie Purrington is nnder the of accuracy, the city reporter is almost
doctor's care.
fancy free as compared with tbe country
Miss Florence Jewett is slowly recov- newspaper reporter.
ing from a bad attack of the grippe, and
about every one else in town is aick with
Just ont of the hospital, where he left
bad colds.
Evans of the
one eye, Editor L. P.
There were sixteen couples at the New
writes of his exYear's ball at Odd Fellowa' hall Tuesday Piscataquis Observer
His philosophical, cheerful
evening.
we should expect of
Mrs. J. N. Smith still remains very etter is just what
Brother Evans. Looking always on the
sick.
be seems to And his comMr. Chas. H. Mclntire has begun log- bright side,
pensations almost enough to make up
ging on the Ordway lot.
for his loss, and his quiet cheerfulness
Mr. Edwin S. Head baa been elected
under his affliotlon pats to shame those
°' Denlnar't Lodge, No.
of us who put on indigo for minor ills.
50 1 Ο
Evans has lots of friends to exto be the next Brother
and sympathy he
ν
Noble
Grand of Silver Rebekah Lodge, tend him sympathy,
undoubtedly appreciates, but for conNo. 19.
dolences he evidently has no use.

fteriences.

vf"·

0°

East Waterford.

Our teacher, Misa Lulu Mclntire, met
with the scholars Saturday afternoon and
Master—O. B. rarwell.
organized a "Band of Mercy" with the
East Brownfleld.
Overseer—L. E. Cole.
following officers:
Lecturer—Mr*. M. E. Kimball.
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. held a joint
President—Glenn Mclntire.
Steward—Porte FarwelL
installation at G. A. R. Hall, last SaturV. P.—Irving Moray.
A. Stewart— Edgar Swan.
Hecretary-Mr». I.. C- Bartlett.
day. An oyster dinner was served, and Sec Fred Chad bourne.
Treasurer—Mr· May FarwelL
a most social time enjoyed.
Mrs. Catherine Chadbourne has been
Gate Keeper—D. C. Footer.
At Hiram Gatchell's, last Saturday so ill with a cold that her daughter
t eres—Mum El'a Farwell.
Etta
Bean
Pomona—Mrs.
night there waa held a, rehearsal of the Mary did not return to Brockton until
flora—Mr*. Carrie Bart'ctt.
music to be rendered at the "Experi- Thursday.
L. A. Stew aril—Mr*. M. L. Hastings.
ence Sooial," to be given at Bradbury
Wymau Nevers is building a storeOrganist—Miss Edna Bait leu.
1
Janitor—Albert 8wan.
house.
Hall, Jan. 10.
Severe colda are prevalent in this secW. A. Emery has returned from Skow·,
Installation of officers will be h*l<1 at
tion.
next regular meeting Friday, Jan. 10.
began where he has been at work,

Our young Oxford County oity, Rumford Falls, mast be a dressy place. In an
insurance case now on the docket from
that town, a part of the claim is for some

$900 worth of wearing apparel
whioh was in one small closet. And the
Times reports that in a fire there a few
days since, which damaged the house a
few hundred dollars, a young lady who
was visiting at the house lost abont 91000
over

worth of clothing which was hanging in
closet. It isn't a great many closets in
Oxford County that hold a thousand dolι
lar·' worth of clothing.
a

jury

room

door when the

jury

Weird

w*e

sidering the caae of hi· brother.
Dr. J. B. Twaddelle of North Aneon
waa indicted for attempt to kill hia
brother-in-law. On motion of hie attorney be was ordered committed to the
insane hospital for observation as to his

Vigils of the Men In the

DRESS GOODS
MARKED

French Service.

SURPRISING VALUES FOR YOU.

TOIL THAT BREEDS MADNESS.

sanity.

DOWN.

of Dress Goods that we want to dispose of in
them at a ridiculously low price, regardmarked
have

pieces

We have several

a short time, so we
Only Wonder la That Any of
Lonely Worker· Escape In- less of cost. This sale is one of the greatest of all
sanity—Pitiful Plight of the Isolated not call at the store to see them send for samples.
Keeper at Four en Finisterre.

The

John P. Hatfield, a five-year-old boy at
Millinooket, knocked a lamp off a brack-

These

et with his head Tuesday evening. The
lamp broke and the oil went over him
He suffered intensely
and was
for a few hours and then died.

ignited.

A French writer, telling of the life
of the lighthouse keepers along the

Ernest A. Davis of South Uontville
const of Brittany, thinks it strange
one of a fine pair of steers.
of thein escape Insanity.
Death was caused by the animal having that any
The system of relief that prevails in
swallowed a spiral spring which was
The this country has no equivalent in the
once a part of a curtain fixture.
wire had worked through the stomach French service, and, with short interand pierced the heart.
vals, months apart, a French lightof
It cost the State of Maine just $14,- house keeper may spend forty years
enforcement his life tending the lamps in one sta336.67 for the

recently lost

Sturgis liquor

ONE

PlECE,;50
now

inch black

all

goods,

75c.

markdowns,

wool, good weight,

if you can

11.50 per yard,

was

TWO PIECES, 50 inch brown and blue mixtures, a very desirable
separate skirt or a suit, was 87 l-2c, now 50c.

goods

for

a

SEVERAL PIECES, 42 and 44 inch goods, plain blue and black and mixtures,
were $1 37 and $1.00, now 50c.
THREE PIECES, 32 inch goods in grey and black mixture, were 20c,
SEVERAL PIECES, 30 inch goods, bine, black and garnet mixtures,

now

10c.

were

50c,

now 25c.
law the past year, according to the an- tion. with a single companion, and that
nual statement of the commissioners, station may be on a rock out in the
PIECES, 42 inch goods, blue, green and brown mixtures, a smooth goods
THREE
Waldo Pettengill of Rumford Falls, channel or the bay of Biscay, which
now 75c.
very easy to keep clean, were $1.00,
Henry W. Oakes of Auburn and Alfred boats can approach only In fine
The total cost
H. Lang of Skowhegan
weather. v
of the Sturgis deputies was $10,302.46,
stock of goods, we have found many short
thru our
In
As a matter of fact, the men ofteu
while $2,025.00 was received in fines and
do become insane or at least develop
fees.
or remnants that will pay you to look them over.
Sometimes it takes the
monomania.
Liquor to the amount of $110,877.40 form of hatred of each other.
in
Maine
worth was legally dispensed
In one case, at Tereunec, one of two
last year, at sixteen liquor agencies, according to the report of the State Liquor men was found by a party who came
Commissioner. Lewiston leads off with off from the shore in response to sigover $28,000 worth, only four cities hav- nals lying dead In his bed with a long
ing sales above $5000. Bethel, the only keen bladed knife through his heart.
agency in Oxford County, dispensed
His companion's story was that he
$1803.70 worth. Whiskey is the favorite had committed suicide after a long
medicine, its sales being much larger
period of melancholia. There was no
than those of any other kind of liquor.
proof to the contrary, but after examHerbert I. Nason of Canaan was arthe wouud the authorities doubtrested Wednesday charged with .assault ed
the truth of the story.
a
with intent to kill upon Qrover Nason,
On another occasion, where father
neighbor. He bad been drinking for
son tended an isolated beacon toeeveral days, and is said to bave threat and
was seized with
ened Grover Nason with a loaded rifle. gether, the young man
He had been before court twice on a 'an attack of acute mania. When the
similar charge and has been bound over time came to light up he planted himto the grand jury, but succeeded in con- self in front of the stairway to the lanvincing the prosecuting officers that he tern and refused to allow his father to
would keep the peace in the future so ascend.
the charges were not pressed.
The old man attacked his son and,
Technically the property of the Port- Sliding he could sultdue him In no
land Water Company and the Standish
jther way, so that the lights on which
Water and Construction Co. passed into
jo many lives depended might be klnYou'll find
for winter wear.
the possession of the Portland Water
him to death. The next
Distriot on the 1st of January. In fact lled, strangled
warmth and long service in
the company is still as before managing Jay he signaled to the shore for help
a
We've
our overcoats.
the .plant, which has not yet been ap- and gave himself up to the police, tellr f
We
models.
praised, but the profits are supposed to ug what he had done.
be accruing to the district, while interest
Sickness aud death are no strangers
have all the new fabrics and
on the award is accruing to the company.
There is ninety^
η the lighthouses.
to
bo
is
on
the appraisal
this season.
The hearing
weaves
line times out of a hundred no chance
held in March—that le, it will open in
colors for you to choose
)f medical aid, aud the well man preMarch.
ieribes from the medicine chest for
from.
According to the Maine Woods, which .he sick one as best he can. lie also
is published by Qame Commissioner
loes double duty until his partner reJames W. Brackelt, the railroad records
;overs or relief comes.
show 430 more deer shipped in 1007 than
Overcoats from
There are not infrequent cases when
in 1000. There wero also 77 more moose
dead
his
sew
to
has
survivor
up
and 87 more bears than in 1000. Con- :he
to
sidering the fact that the number of xmirade In a hammock and launch his
less
than
hunters' licenses issued was
iveighted l>oily from the rocks into the
usual—due probably to tbe financial jea. Then come long nights of lonely
stringency—and that the bunting con- jvatclilng.
ditions in the woods bavo been bad, Mr.
In wluter time the lamps must be
Brackett takes the ground that there is
and the clockwork kept going
tended
for the reports that
no justification
for fourteen to tifteen hours. The lanMaine's big game supply is decreasing.
:ern is unheated except for the glow
A cablegram has been received at
in its ceiling, and the
Sbiloh from St. Thomas, D. W. I., stat- jf the lamps up
the watcher no
ing that the yacht Coronet from the government allows
One Price
Mediterranean with Rev. Frank Sandford ihair lest lie fall asleep.
on board, and the yacht Kingdom, which
It Is no wonder that weird fancies
sailed from Freeport, have both arrived ;oine to the men.
They hear voices
Maine.
there safely. The Kingdom sailed from
Copyright 1907 by
calling from the sea and see drowned
and
last
taking
fall,
supplies
Freeport
Har: SchatFncr Ê3" Marx
aien and women looking up at them
money to Rev. Mr. Sandford who had from the breakers. One of their horagreed to meet her at St. Thomas on the
that beat against
Coronet. As neither had been beard rors is of the birds
from some anxiety had been felt for the :he windows of the lantern at night,
two boats. The reason given for the ex- lttracted by the glare.
WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF
pedition to the West Indies has been that Just as is the case with American lightRev. Mr. Sandford does not dare to re- houses, the feathered armies that mlturn to this country for fear that an atçrate at night beat agalust the walls
tempt will be made to commit him to 111(1 ta icon it's or me oeacous «nu wcu
the state insane asylum.
wings and dash against the panes of
Ώη vamiûDt r\f fVta Qhivtria Pnmmiccinn
D
1
-rf
the lantern, sometimes breaking the
of
County Attorney Thomas J. Young
Wool
with their beaks. As their eyes
including Wool Boots, Socks,
Somerset County was summoned to ap- glass
in fact, we
In the glare they seem to express
of
Kinds
All
Rubbers,
last
Felt
Wool
and
council
the
before
Shoes,
Bals,
governor
shln^
pear
the men
to find in a
Tuesday, or on some other date which he anger or bloodthirstiness to
would
a full line of
expect
you
carry
might name, to show cause why a special within.
prosecutor should not be sent into
One of the most pitiful stories of
Somerset County to enforce the liquor
lighthouse life is told of the keeper at
law as Is provided in the Sturgis law.
en Flnlsterre, who kept all alone
Four
Mr. Young did not appear, neither did
Our store is open
are the lowest.
and our
ou an isolated rock a couple
station
η
he make any response, and he says he
but so
We
the
from
shore,
at
out
miles
other
of
closes
and
a
shall resist any attempt to send
special
once a month
prosecutor there. This is the first surf beaten that only
have
extra
evenings.
actiou that has been taken under that or so was a boat sent out to It with
part of the Sturgis law, and much inter- supplies.
On
est is manifested in the outcome.
The cabin In which the keeper made
Saturday Governor Cobb appointed A. his home was on the shore opposite his
K. Butler of Skowhegan special proseand the recreation he most
cutor for Somerset County under the lighthouse,
enjoyed was watching It through his
Sturgis law.
Telophono 118-8.
lie could see the people go
Its debating victories in the past few telescope.
In
children
the
and
out
playing
and
In
years over Corne», Syracuse, Amherst
and Clark have given bowdoin a reputa- front of it.
One day he saw something fluttering
tion second to none in this branch of
intercollegiate competition and both from the door jamb. lie was puzzled.
Wesleyan and the University of Ver- Then It flashed on him that it was
mont are now trying to arrange debates crape and that some one had died In
with the Brunswick boys for the comiug
the house.
spring. They have one debate already Was it his mother, he wondered, or
return
the
it
arranged, however, being
brothers? Ho
Brunswick. bis wife or one of his
debate with Syracuse at
of the Bowdoin debaters counted the children later in the day,
Last

pieces

large

going

Norway, Maine.

ining

Overcoats

Many

quite

dressy

variety

popular

$7.50

$22.00.

H.B. Foster,
Clothier,

Norway,

Winter Footwear,

»

Slippers,

Leggins,

everything

CLASS

FIRST

STORE,

SHOE

prices
Saturday evenings,
help Saturday

Monday
6:15.

nights

Company,

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

Opera House Block, Norway, Maine.
BLUE

STORES.

We Wish You

year's trip
Syracuse was the first time a
college ever sent a debating team

Maine ind they were all right.
out of
The wind blew, and the water raged.
New England, and the visit of the Cor- No bout could come near him, und he
first
nell debaters to Brunswick was the
Watched the crowd of sympathizing
time a college outside of New England
friends come and go. Then he saw the
Maine.
to
team
ever sent a debating
funeral.
Bowto
were
Both of the debates
given
lie recogulzed the cure at the head
doin by unanimous decisions of the
t>f the procession by his white surplice
judges.
ind the altar boys walking beside blm.
A New Kind of Census.
Then came the coffin, carried by six
By an act of the last legislature, a cen- lien.
sus of the blind, deaf and dumb, feebleAs the mourners walked after It he
minded, idiotic and insane of the state Itralned and strained his eyes trying
has been taken, and the report on it was
thus determine
last week submitted by the state as- lo identify each and
sessors.
They find 296 blind persons, the missing one. But In rain. All
235 deaf and dumb, 767 feeble minded, walked with bowed head. The wom104 idiotic, and 656 insane. In Oxford en's faces were buried In their handCounty there are reported 14 blind, 16 kerchiefs; the men held their hats bedeaf and dumb, 60 feeble-minded, 11 fore
tfheirs. Ile could make out notliidiotic, and 40 insane.
UK characteristic.
The men who eight days later risked
.heir lives to row out to him and break
TH0U3HT HIM A SPY.
:be news of his wife's death found
llm a physical and mental wreck from
An
Official's Narrow
to

English

In France In 1870.

Escape

The thrllliug adventure which befell
Captain Ilnworth, one of Queen Victoria'» messengers, vividly Illustrates
the perils of the diplomatic service
when a member of that corps Is
traversing a country where the storm
aud stress of war is raging.
It was during the Franco-German
war. and Captain lia wort h was ou his
way home charged with dispatches
from the Lugllsh ambassador, then at
Tours. lie got as far as tlic town of
Le Mans, when something suggested
to the excited townsfolk the Idea that
he was a Pms: .an spy.
lie was arrested, carried before the
jujje de paix an.I required to give an
account of himself. lie explained that
he was in the service of the Brifish
government aud produced his credentials. lie was then asked to show the
contents of the little bag which, as he
affirmed, contained his otilcial disThis he absolutely refused
patches.
to do. though he showed them the government label and seal.
Ills refusal was thought suspicious,
and he was plaluly told that unless be
could produce some more satisfactory
evidence he must be prepared to die.
The unlucky messenger was actually
led away for execution and was saved
only by some little glimmerlug of common sense In the captain of the guard
he was committed to.
This officer remonstrated with his
prisoner on the folly of refusing to
satisfy the court b.v submitting his papers to their lns|»ectlon.
Captain lia
worth told him that their bullets should
go through that bag and bis breast at
the same time and that then they
would have to reckon with the British
go'-emment. The officer seemed to be
imp res: ed and sent him back to the
authorities.
After further parley the
Eng'lshmau was ordered to clear out
of the town with all speed, an order
which he did his best to comply with.

sleepless anxiety. But he had kept the
iîilit burning faithfully all the time.
The French lighthouse keepers re-

ceive from 700 to 050 francs a year—
S MO to $100. When they are worn
out they retire on a pension of $0.80 ·
month.—Chicago Itecurd-Herald.

Cheap Cheer.
charitable man dropped a nickel
(n a blind beggar's hat and exclaimed
in a benevolent voice, "There, my poor
fellow, is a quarter for you."
"Why on earth," said the man's companion, "did you Rive him a nickel and

Please accept our thanks for your liberal patronage
us
past year and we hope you may feel like giving
asWe
the
business
year 190S.
during
your clothing
sure you we will do everything in our power to merit
your good will and if for any reason good» you purchase from us do not prove satisfactory we shall consider
it a favor if you will tell us about it.
the

%

We

Stand

Don't

Behind

Goods.

Our

Come

Overcoat, Fur Coat,
Odd Trousers, Work
Coat, Sweater, Underwear,
Gloves, Mittens, Cap,
Suit,

Reefer,

You
Want

a

NOW THAT THE

To
Us.

IS

HOLIDAY TRADE

HAVE PLENTY OF TIME TO SHOW YOU.

OVER

WE

CALL IN.

F. H. NOYES CO.

South

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

...

GOOD LINE OF

...

Ladies' and Children's

UNDERWEAR and

wanted to

The Long Conflict.
Little Sally (reading)—What is a prolonged conflict, Harry? Small Harry—
I don't know. I asked papa this morning what It was, and he said It was
something I couldn't understand until

HOSIERY.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,
Successor to Mrs. E. A. Howe,

I grew up and got married.—Chicago

News.

happy

and Prosperous New Year.

A

Bay It was a quarter?"
"Oh, was the reply, "I
cheer him up."—Argonaut

a

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

Ytnol

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for

Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons, and
after sickness, colds, coughs,

bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it

on our

guarant··.

Best

Fitting and Wearing Goods Made.

W. O.

Frothingham,

glu Φχίονϋ flemacrat

"If we

oUt-e Hour·:

7:30

A.

G ΚΑΝ L) THUS Κ

LEaVK

PARIS

Ciolng dowmeast) —5 :« A. M., dally; 9:50 a.
Jelly except Sundav ; Λ 33 p. *., dally.
Going up (west)—9 30 a. M., dallv; 3rA> P.
dally.
ally except Sun Jay; 8 47 P.

M

I
I
11

p.

CHCBOU·.

Davis at Scarboro for two weeks.

Annual meeting of the Citizens Tele
Co. will be held at the assessors
office this Mouday evening at 7:30.

phone

Congregational Juniors will meet a
the home of Mrs. Barnes on Wednesday
instead of at the church. Please all taki
notice of this change.
service at th<

At the Sunday morning
Universalist church four were baptizec
and admitted to the church, and com
munion was observed.

Wallace A. Clifford. Miss Carrie M
Clifford and Miss Mae M. Field returnee
Monday morning to Bates College, when
Regular the terra
opens this week.

F. A A. M.—Pari·· Lodge, So. m.
meeting Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
I. Ο. Ο. F.—Mount Mica l.odge. regular meetNo particular change is reported it
ings, Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora the condition of Jailer Wilbur L. Farrar
Encampment, tiret and thirl Monday evenings
who went to Dr. Cousins' hospital in
of each month.
D. of K.—Mount Pleasant Rc!>ekah Lodge, No. Furtlaud about ten days ago.
30, meets second and fourth Fridays of each
month in Odd Fellows' Hall.
Charles A. Ilersey has moved out ol
G. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
the house of W. L. Farrar on Higl
tlr->t and third Saturday evening» of each
Street, and is establishing his music
month. In U. Λ. R. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A. business in the west store in Bowker's
of
third
R., meets tlrst md
Saturday evenings
Block, where he w ill continue it as be
each month. In lirand Arm< Hall.
P. of H.—Paris «range, from May 1 to Oct. 1, fore.
meets tlrst and thirl
Saturday; during the
The advertisement of a pair of glasses
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In
found in last week's Democrat reveals
Grange Hall.
D. O. G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of the fact that it is nothing unusual tu
each month.
lose a pair of glasses. At least two peoΝ. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
me ts second and fourth Wednesday evenings
ple who had lost a pair have been aftei
of ach month.
these glasses, but they still await their
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No, 31, meets every
•wner.
Fr lay evening at Pythian Hall.
Our promised and threatened snow
Have you got so yet that you can write storm Saturday uight proved pretty
it 1908?
much a tizzle, but there was no tizzle
blast of northwest wind that
The Newlyweds met with Mrs. Harold ibout the
Followed it on Sunday—about the tiret
T. Brig^s at her horue Wednesday afterouch of real old-fashioned winter that
noon.
*e have had.
Bethel
West
of
Dennison
P.
Mrs. C.
George York shows the Democrat »
was a guest at H. W. Dennison's a few
ι lerve-trying piece of work which he did
days last week.
lome years ago in the form of a miniaturr
Mrs. C. W. Bowker and
daughter eel of yarn enclosed in a bottle. The
Muriel were with Mrs. Bowker's parents ( :ork of the bottle is securely keyed on
at Auburn last week.
he inside. Such a job requires skill
the > ind infinite patience.
is
Miss Carrie A.

J

visiting
Gray
family of her brother, Charles A. Gray,
Mass.
in South Framingham,
Mt. Pleasant

Rebekah

Lodge had a
evening and

special meeting Friday
worked the degree on two candidates.
A very enjoyable sociable at Good

Cheer Hall Thursday evening was participated in by many of the young people.

J. Henry, formerly of South
Paris, now of Ridlonville, and his family,
have been visiting friends at South Paris
and Norway.
Osmau

The Seneca Club is preparing to give a
birthday social in the near future, the
proceeds to go for the benetit of the

reading room.

The University of Maine students,
who had been at home for the holidays,
returned last week to Orono for the winter term, which opened on Thursday.

Mrs. J. F. Plummer has presented to
the Seneca Club for the reading room a
handsome picture painted by herself,
and it has been hung in the readiug

room.

Wilma Morrill, who has been
in the office of the Mason
Manufacturing Co., has closed her work
there, aud is at present in the office of
J. A. Kenney.
Miss

stenographer

A steam radiator has been placed in
the lobby of the post office, a short
distance trom the money order window.
Waiting for the mail will not bo quite so

cool a

job

now.

The funeral of Albert M. Yates was
held at the Universalist church Wednesday afternoon, with a large attendance
neighbors and
of relatives. Masons,
friends. Rev. J. H. Little spoke very
feelingly of Mr. Yates, and following
the regular service the Masonic funeral
service was performed by Paris Lodge,
of which Mr. Yates was a member.
Burial was in Riverside Cemetery. Business places in the village wtre closed
during the services.

The annual meeting of Mount Mica
Building Association, proprietors of Odd
Fellows' Block, was held on Thursday.
A. E. Shurtleft, Walter L. Bonney and

Wintield S. Starbird were chosen trusA. Shurtleff secretary and
tees, F.
A. E. Shurtlefl declined to
treasurer.
accept the election as trustee and Horace
L. Swan was chosen in his stead. It
was decided to use the money on hand
the association,
to pay the debt of
amounting to $500, and no divideud will
be paid this year.

The Seneca Club was entertained last
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. II.
A. Morton, Mrs. Morton and Mrs. H. W.
Dennison being the hostesses of the
evening. The programme consisted of
current events by club members, a halfhour with Stoddard (Veuice). Mrs. Penfold, and a paper on Maine's statesmen,
Hamlin and Dingley, by Miss Douglass.
Although the traveling was sloppy, nearly all the club members were out, and
three guests were present. The refreshments were particularly good, and the

eveniug

was

pleasantly spent.

A. W. Walker Λ Son began cutting ice
Wednesday, taking it out ef the upper
Above the bridge where they
cove
generally cut the ice is muddied by the
high water we had before it froze. The
ice in the cove where they are cutting

about twelve inches when they began, but has thickened up some since.
Although the sleighing is so largely a
minus quantity this winter, there has
been a pretty good road for hanling this
ice, and the teams, a large number of
which have been at work, bave been able
to haul full loads all the time.
was

The officers of Hamlin Temple, Pythian
Sisters, were installed Thursday evening
bv Mrs. Margaret Taylor, D. D. G. C„
assisted by Mrs. Barnes as Grand Senior
and Mrs. Kimball as Grand Manager.
Mrs Barnes was chosen degree master,
and a degree team was organized. The
officers installed are:
H. C.—Mrs. Annie Fletcher.
M. E. C—Mrs. Nettle Murphy.
K. 8.—Mrs. Cora Kverett.
Κ J.—Mrs. Lou Daughraty.
Man.—Mr*. Delia Maxim.
M re Margaret Taylor.
MR A C
M. of F.—Mrs. Dorcas Cutting.
P. Of Τ —Mrs. Mania Wixxlworth.
Mrs. Hazel Kenney.
U. Ο. Τ
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A pair of horses attached to sled, belonging to Mr. Levering of Fore Street,
created considerable excitement about
a

5 o'clock Wednesday night by running
from somewhere near the railroad station dowt» Pleasant Street to Market
Square. "Whoa!" yelled everybody in
sight—and meu seemed to spring out of
the earth—but the horses k^ept on going.
The tumult and the shouting prece led
the fleeting team some distance, and the
heads began to come out of the windows
before the outtit came in sigtit. Past
the post office thundered the team,
straight for Will Porter's store window,
and the spectators caught their breaths
to think what was going to happen.
But some men were on the sidewalk in
front of the store, and their vigorous
exertions with voice and muscle had effect, and the team was sheered off and
•topped, barely reaching the sidewalk.
The horse· were very calm after they

damaged.

aiui^lr·
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John's Letter.

NORWAY.

given us great
pleasure by Bending through the mail a

OHUBOUBS.

Some one unknown has
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KD IN OXFOBI) HILL.

At the Oxford paper mill in Rumford
Fall», Saturday, Dec. 28, Martin Benter,
a Lithuanian who bad been employed in
tbe mill for four or live years, was killed
while assisting in tbe removal of a tank
from the digester room. A beam which
wait attached to a pulley gave way and
fell upon Benter, who was so badly hnrt
that he died in a few hours.

Harvey-Kimball.

At the residence of Mr. David Sherman, Justice of the Peace, there was a
quiet wedding when Miss Florence Ellen
Kimball of Bethel was united in marriage to Mr. Prank Edwin Harvey of
Hon. David
Mass.
Monroe Bridge,
Sherman performed the ceremony. The
bride and groom were appropriately
dressed. Mrs. Harvey is much missed
by her mother in Bethel, and was highly
Mr.
esteemed by all who knew her.
Harvey is respected and is an enterprisfriend*
has
man
and
many
ing young
where he resides. They are now living
™" "eKb at home with the
groom's parents at
Monroe Bridge, Mass.

«a-sS!SS.

BSfelESte*

have it.

mourning
The other night
put
for our little friend, pup Carlo. We
have
been
must
stoleo, as ho
felt that he
had never been suffered to leave the
farm. Midnight brought his little whine
at the door, and he came crouching in as
if guilty of a misdemeanor, and up to
the present he has not regained his
wonted spirits. Possibly he may have
gotten an insight into the world's wickedness. Some one has said: "The more
I see and learn of human nature, the
better opinion I have of my dog." The
man who is incapable of an attachment
to his dog, that loves him, and would
fight and die for him, we would be loath
to meet in the dark without some sort of
deadly weapon, slung shot or something.
Governor Long still remembers in a
liberal way all the dwellers on North
Hill, when the Christmas bells are ringing. The Governor does not seem to be
such an absolute worshipper of the Golden Calf as some devotees at that shrine.
Judicious giving is wise living, whether
in £, S, or pence, cheerful smiles or
friendly words. The wôrds and the
smile* sink deeper and reach farther.
Smiles and dimes make a good span.
Thanks for a Christmas card from
cousin Net of Phillips, a "Thumb Calendar" (something unique in the line of
calendars) from Cousin Mat of Topeka,
Kan., and a souvenir card from Mrs. K.
Prince, Saint Petersburg, Florida,—a
"Fisherman's Palmetto Shack"—in a
home. The
cosy spot near their winter
lone fisherman that is revealed doesn't
bear the slightest resemblance to K. P.
Perhaps he wanders around in his shirt
sleeves in that salubrious clime, but we
don't think so, even at a "shack" in the
John.
wilderness.
More

we

Geography

on

and Other

'Graphies.

East Sumnkb, Jan. 1, 190S.
Not long ago I gave a sort of geographical description (in my feeble way)
of East Sumner and the surrounding
towns. It is my purpose to give in this
letter some few things which escaped
my notice in my last.
The first thing I will say I know the
people of East Sumner well. They are
as a class honest, hard working, upright
men and women, and downright good
citizens. It is the homo and birthplace
of the Democrat's noted correspondent
who signs himself Slocum (notSlowgo.)
One of the most thrifty farmers of
Hartford, Mr. Frauk Warren, has a
grist mill located on the west side of the
bog, where he keeps a large assortment
of all kinds of feed, and sells at a good

profit.

Hartford has
One more concession
made to Sumner is awav up among the
mountains, a place called Farrar's Mills,
formerly called Sygotch. It has been
said there is no law north of Farrar's
Mills. The truth of this statement I
will not vouch for. If there is no law
there I suppose none is needed.
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Coats

as

County roads duly locate·) and open for
travel lying In unlncorcorated townships and

of the

tracts of land hereinafter mentioned in said
County, fur the purpose of asoert lining the condition of said roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
In good repair and not safe and convenient for
of public travel and that a tax should
purposes
iie assessed on said lands for the repair of said
do therefore on the 31*t day
roads therein;
of December, A. 0.1907, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads parsing through them during the year
1908, to wit:
Andover West

Surplus, for the purpose of

REMEMBER,

ι

i

(77 50

And
plus Is

SurHenry W. Dunn ofto Andover North
superintend the exappointed Agent

penditure of the same according to law and Is
to give bond as the law directs.
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing so much of the County way leading from Andover Corner to Upton as lies within
said Surplus, and also so much of the Hlack
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surplus, the sum of Ave hundred and thirty-six dol
tars and eighty-four cents is assessed as follows : |

required

ON

something
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ABBOTT BLOCK. NORWAY. MAINE.

A.
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in the house

This is

in town the last of the week with

{rlMr!and
fin

i,.TU°

'""«.Ztd

Haverhill, Mass., returned from hie

I^SSlw.Ji

P^p».

linje

visit

$490 25

hereby ordered that the tax assesed
be
against the Union Water Power Co., ($129.50)
town•xpended on the Black Brook Itoadln said
North
Andover
of
Dunn
Surplus
Burt
ship, ami
U appointed Agent to expend the same and Is
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coc ctals, ($360.75) to
lie expended on the Carry Boad In said townIs
ship, and A inert Jennn" of Roxbury bond ap-.
as
pointe·! Agent, ami Is required to give
1
the law requlree.
.Ν "C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
road leading from
ν / so much of the County
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
sum of fifty dollars is assessed as follows:
nine
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
of
T.
U.
Coo
one-third
owned
Died.
and
by
public lots,
Bangor, and two-thirds by David Plngrce, Ann
Maria Wheatlmd and Anna P. I'eabody,
In Maiden. Mass., Dec. 23, James F. Jewett, the sum of fifty dollars; am! Burt Dunn,
formerly οι Itucktlcld, aged 70 years.
aforesaid, Is appointed Agent to expend the
In Portsmouth, Ν. H., Dec. 31, Mrs. Martha E. *ainc and Is required to give bond as the law
Drake, wMow of the late Simeon Drake of Nor- lirects.
way, aged 76 years, 9 months, 17 days.
Hrycburg Academy Grant, for the purpose 1
In Togus, Dec. 28, Samuel Lord, aged 83 years.
of repairing the only County road therein,
In West Porter, Dec. 19, Ivory Danforth, aged
the sum of thirty-eight dollars ami eighty-seven
about 77 yeirs.
In West Bethel, Dec 26, Leon H. Tyler, aged cents Is assessed as follows:
It Is

ί ϊησ at

1

Children's

study,

i'LXh7;om'-ir^SHorne,
—

to

Espacial

A.

F.

K. Morse.

Steward—George Chapman.
—

Pomona—Mrs George Chapman.

L. A. 8.—Mrs. A. Calme.
Librarian—Mr». Laurln Whitman.
Chorlster-Mre. H. P. Hamuioa<l.

A CURE FOR MISERY.
"1 have found a cure for the miser
malaria poison produces," says R. λ [
James of Louellea, S. C. "It's calle j
Electric Bitters, and comes in 50 cei
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills <
a bilious attack in almost no time; an d
it puts yellow jaundice clean out of coo 1mission." This great tonic, medicit e
and blood paritier give· quick relief I η
all stomach, liver ana kidney complain! ■
and the misery of lame back. Sold αι 1at P. A. Shurtleff it Co. a
der

!r

Sale.

1

a

yellow package.

I

meeting

April

fOimnONEftaftl

Inquire
46tf

F.

CO.

few

a

more

remedies

we

MIIlTItTLEFF

A.

A

CO.

*

heavy wool robes
in the pieced robes for

of the

with rubber center

84x62 inches. Also a
full line of the No. 1 robes in black or brown,
84x62, for $7.30, and 34x72 for $8.80.

$6.SO, they

measure

FAVOR, &«εΒΓΚΕ*

JAMES N.

St-.

91 Main

N"r»rway. Malno.

20 per cent. Discount
ON ALL OF OUR

Holiday China
For the next 10 days.

Glassware and Japanese Ware,
Hall Lamps, Library and Parlor

Lamps. A large line to select from.
early and get first pick.

Come

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
SQUARE,

35 ΜΔΗΚΈ1Τ

SOUTH

MAINB.

PARIS,

■n

Winter Overcoats!
We still have some Winter Overcoats in black and gray Kersey
that are bargains.
THEY ARE WELL MADE,

Ο

^êeccmber

—

SniJRTLEFF A.

I have

Children's Eyes,

I Chocolate Bonbons]

Asst. Steward Almon Calrus.
Chaplain—J. 8. Brown.
Treasurer—Walter Twltchell
Sec re tar v—Mrs. 8. E. Jackson.
Cere»—Mrs L. A. Brooks.
flora—Mrs. Albion Abbott.

cough

guarantee every bottle to give
If it fails we refund your money.

Good Warm Robe for $6.50

Care

RICHARDS,

prepared to check coughs
by exposure and sudden

Soutli Paris, Maine.

probably

We Give

Balsam

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

Ο

ON

on

...

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

also^

•^rÏÏMrÎr^vrS'o.Auburj,

were

bottle of

25 cents per Bottle.

»

grce, Ann Maria
and Anna P. I'eabody, twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19500 19500 360 75

a

we

satisfaction.

a^d

and Mine Eva <>. Nelson of Mechanic Falls.
In Rumford Full", Jan. 1, by Itev. E. W. Webber, Mr. Lee J. Thurston of Andover and Miss
Edith Martin of Rumford Point.
In South Parts, Jan 1, bv Rev. T. N. Kewley,
Mr George L. Mains uml Mies Bertha M. Estes,
b ith of South Paris.
In Boston, Dec. 19, by Rev. Herbert 8. John
son, Warren Avenue Baptist church, Mr. Arthur
L. Wc-tou of Mlddleboro, Mass., and Miss Sadie
A Gunn of Beilln, Ν II. At home after Feb. 1,
7 Whitney Park, Mnttapan Station, Boston.
In Mexico, Dec. 26, Mr. Roland Walllngford
and Miss K'lna L. Wynian. both of Canton.
In Mexico, Dec. 20, Mr. George Storer of Bends
anil M|je Sarah Strait >n of Norway.
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 29, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford, Mr. Charles Harrlng'.on of Rumford and
Miss Mertle E. Darrlngton of Mexico.
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 29, by Rev G. B. Hannaf'ird, Mr. John Benson and Miss Julia Heath,
both of Uuiulord Falls.
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you need.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

annUtbaDeact8tOPeTr;eHoXr^^8«ix-

"owS:

selling

we are

Monday, Jan. 6, we shall close our store]to complete inventory. Tuesday, Jan. 7th, we shall be pleased to see
all who can favor us with a call. Sincerely yours,

F.
©

one.

We are now taking account of stock and all SHORT
LENGTHS will be laid out and marked at SHORT
PRICES. Look them over for we think you will find

a

>
χ
a
h
ο
Henry W. Dunn, part of home28
100
125
1
$
$
stead,
100
1 25
123
C. Λ. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
6200
7500
75 00
balance of township,

too, that

come

Our Furs at greatly reduced prices.

ing

6

Coats

they fall to Half Price.

A nice line but few of them so
at once if you desire a good

in said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven dollars
and fifty cents is assessed as follows:

s

-

We have but few left and wish to close them at
once so have marked all our cloth and plush
coats at just one-half the opening prices.

they

ONfrom
repairing that part of the County road leadA ndover Corner to Upton which lies

Coats

-

Down

County Commissioners for the County

of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
THE
1U07,
provided by law, made actual Inspection

^eatly eujoyinp

Golldeia

ESSL&"

other items.
Next we come to the Hon. George D.
Bisbee of Kumford Falls, a man born
and brought up in Hartford. He went
forth at his country's call in tho Civil
War as a gallant soldier. A few of our
Hartford men, not quite so gallant, emito Canada for a short season, but

December session, A. D. 1907, held at Parte, within and for
the said County of Oxford, on the last Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1907, being the Slst day of
said month.

Morton
Chas Chase, R.
IT DOES THE BUSINESS.
500 $1200 $36 00
homestead,
9 On
300
F. Austin, homestead, 200
Preston
of
Clinton, If. A.
Mr. Ε. E. Chamberlain
September.
9 00
300
200
Lnvejov, homestead,
timber
Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Ch.ts. Chase, standing
are
*
The young people
200
6 oo
on same,
"It does the business; I have used it for
the excellent skating on be lake and
W. Dunn, old 8. Lamed
piles and it cured them. Used it for Henry
6 00
200
100
homestead,
hands and it cured them. Ap- Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
21 00
200
700
Eagle» gave their fourth chapped
6 00
200
Andrew Abbott, lots No.22Λ23, 160
plied it to an old sore and it healed it C.
3 60
120
'J6
lot
No.
30.
A.
Burgees,
without leaving a scar behind. 25c at
Mrs. Charles P. Hartlett and
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.'s drug store.
6 75
225
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 3IA32, 180
teen dances with music by Stearns' Or6 00
200
160
George K. Smith, timber lot,
I>o You Eat Pie 1
chestra was first class. Refreshments
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
11 25
300
375
ami lot on Sawyer Brook,
If not you fire missing half the pleasure of life
served at intermission. In the
were
a few packages of International Paper Co, E.
march about fifty couples ap- Jtut older from tout grocer
15 00
500
Plummer lots 43, 44, 45 A 46, 400
,,OUR-PIE" and learn how easy It is to make
P
Lemon, Chocolate an<l Custard pies that will International Taper Co., lots
Marston
and
40, 41, 42, 47, 48,
Club were entertained by please you. If your grocer won't supply yon.
80O
1000 30 00 !
50-Λ8
lot,
Dr. and Mrs. Bradbury New \eais «ο to one who will.
International Paper Co.. remainder of township except
9900 12379 371 24
clerks' association have rented
public lots,
Born.
the room over Stone's druKstoreandon
(536 84
Tuesday evening elected officers a
In Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 1, to the wife of
And it Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
lows:
Warren Swett, a son.
Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A.
In Norway, Dec. 2.r>, to the wife of Daniel I)c- against
rPresident-Randall O.
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn, Andrew Abbott.
lea, a daughter.
C. A. Burgees. Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett ami
of
the
wife
to
Dec.
George
Kezar
27,
In
Fails,
«opr. Uutclito.
Henrv Abbott. George E. Smith, and Ε. I. Brown,
Stocks, a son.
with $312.56 of the taxes of the InternaIn Mexico, Dec. 29, to the wife of Charles together
M. W. Sampson. Ralph
tional Paper Company, amounting In all to
Keyo, a son.
Harrlman an>l Unnle
be
expended upon the road leading
In Andover, Jan. 2, to the wife of Matthew $433 16,
KuS8Cu, Mrs. K.
Refreshment Com. Eu»
from Andover to Upton, and Burt Dunn of An^ Lcaih, Mary Mooney, a son.
North
dover
Surplus is appointed Agent to exIn Rumford Falls, Dec. 2S, to th<> wife of MatAlllc Buck.
Walter it"tchlns
pend the same, alM is required to give bond as
thew McCartny, a 'laughter.
t loor Manager—Edmunl Uouoner.
And the balance of said tax
direct·.
taw
the
In Canton, Dec. 25, to the wife of Ernest Dyke,
assessed against the International Paper Comcommltte^-The presl- a son.
to $103.68 l>c expended upon
amounting
In Canton, Dec. 25, to the wife of Κ. E. Hall, pany,
the Blank Brook road, and Burt Dunn, aforeu daughter.
eai'f, is appointed agent to ex]>end the same,
ami is required to give bond as the law directs.
Τ
holding annual ball left with
Married.
'
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
repairing the Black Brook road, so called,
service was held
lying In said township, and also the "Carry
at the Μ. Ε church Tuesday evening.
In West Paris, Dec. 31, b? Rev Isabella S. Road", so called, which lies In said township,
the iced condition of Macduff, Mr. Vernal E. Klllngwoo 1 and Miss the sum of four hundred ami nlnetv dollars and
Vn
both of West I'arls.
twenty-five cents Is assessed as follows :
♦ho Htreets and walks there was a very- Marjorle M. McKenney,
In Canton, Dec. 25, bv Rev. .Mr. Tabor, Mr.
marked
with
attendance
of
both
?
Maude
Cushman,
Mrs.
large
Fre l Barllett ami
£
it
Canton
Many remained to give the ew
Mr.
ά
N.
Έ
C.
Rev.
Davie,
Dec.
ϋ
25, by
In Harrison,
ν
Β
S
Charles Freeman Rartlctt of Rumford F. ΙΙί and
Λ
Ο
Ο
g
Annette Bennett sold her house- Miss Kdlth Blanche Iturnhain of HariWon.
^
Ά
β
C
iii
In Monroe Bridge, Mass., Dec- 22, Mr. Frank
,,0iids Tuesday afternoon at auc
Miss Florence Union Water Power Co, of
aud
Monroe
of
Bridge
furniture
Harvey
sold ber office
She
I.ewlston, dam, lot and buildEllen Klinball of Itcthel.
200 $7000 $129 50 |
Geo A. Cole auctioneer. Dr. Bennett
ings,
In Mechanic Falls, Dec. 2.1, by Rev. Bernard
T.
later
of
and
U.Coc, one third, David PlnW.
Stevens
a
time
Donald
Norway
for
Mr.
to
Portland
will go
ChrlstO|ftier,
Wheatland

[Hasn't our correspondent's think maMrs. Lester Cowan of Kumslipped a cog? Farrar's Mills, once ford Kails were at her mother s, Mrs.
so called, formerly Sygotch but now
the week.
Redding, is away in the northwest cor- F. Bradbury's, during Dr. H. L,·
Dr L. II. Trufant,
ner of Sumner, more than two Sabbath
and Dr Β
F. Bradbury attended the
days' journeys from any part of Hartnf the Oxford County Medical
ford. He claims enough for Hartford
w','"°e
as it is.—Ed.]
was held at Mechanic Falls.
Up in the mountains of Greenwood
Dana Brown of Bangor was tho guest
lives a man formerly from Hartford,
Mrs. Freeland Howe, Jr.,
who is one «if the best of the Democrat's of Mr. and
able correspondents. He keeps the
Dietrich, «bo for »mo
people posted as to the weather and haw worked for Samuel U. Hayoen in
chine

RANK FOOLISHNESS.

"When attacked by a cough or a cold,
or when your throat is sore, it is rank
foolishness to take any other medicine
than Dr. King's New Discovery," says
C. O. Eldridge of Empire, Ga. "I have
used New Discovery seven years and I
know it is the best remedy on earth for
coughs and colds, croup and all throat
and lung troubles. M.v children are
subject to croup, but New Discovery
quickly cures every attack." Known
the world over as the King of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee
at F. A. Sburtleff & Co.'β drug store.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

I

)oWKeVs

Master—Leon A. Brooks

guarantee
drag «tore.

«.„«· «·&

BENTKB, A LITHUANIAN, CBUSB-

STATE OP MAIIVE.

bh :
I OXFORD,
Court of County Commissioners,

HAVE NICE LININGS. GOOD
STYLE, GOOD LENGTH. THE

COLLAR8 AND SHOULDERS
WILL FIT, NOT HANG ON
AND

MERELY

COVER THE

BODY. THERE IS STYLE AND
QUALITY IN THEM. EQUAL
CUSTOM
BEST
THE
TO
WORK.

PRICES

$7.50 to $12.
IF

YOU

WHAT
THING

FAIL

YOU
MUST

BE

FIND

TO

WANT

SOMEWRONG

FOR THE GOODS ARE RIGHT

AT ALL POINTS, AND CHEAP.

J.

(County

Overseer—Albion Abbott.
Lecturer—A

|MABTIN

copy of the "Hebron Semester," an
able publication that does credit to the 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School,1-jOO Μ., Υ.
young people whose bright faces adorn
»»«»"
The
and give value to one of its pages.
«...
to
choice
one
a
is
ue,
specially
page
as it shows the well-known features of
the President of the Board of Trustees—
the Hon. George D. Bisbee. Were the
name not attached we would know he is
a Bisbee, but hardiy think we would
have known him had we never met him
since the days when Freedom was fighting with his "visor up," the long, eventful years have been making suoh radical
7:su·
changes. That front of his above the M., Wednesday evening,
STATED MRKTIWOB.
eyebrows looks as though it might contain a great deal of grey matter, familiarly called brains.
L. G. C., '08, has an admirable little before full moon.
it No. 29, assemblée We<lneway Evening, oh or
poem, "The Crimson Maple." Well,
^
is all first class and we shall keep it
among our other treasures. You can't

—

The officers of Paris Grange were in
stalled at its regular meeting Saturday
Jan. 4, by Mrs. Carrie Roberts of Noi
way, assisted by Mr. Richard Gates am i
Mrs. Ada Kiug. The work of installs
tion was performed in a very pleasini C
mauner, after which the Patrons wer 9
invited to partake of refreshments pre
vided by the lady officers. At this set
sion of the Grange it was voted to hoi 1
our meetings the first and third Satui
days of each month, thus giving of
portunity to visit other Granges in ou r
vicinity where meetings are held th 3
second and fourth Saturdays, and a ver r
cordial invitation is extended to a I
Patrons to meet with u· at any and all c f
our meetings.
Following is a list of tfa e
officers installed for the ensaiog year:

Man Killed at Rumford Palls.

is visitoi
Albert C. McCrillis
Ralph Kneeland, who has for some
time been sick with a feeer, is about te
! village again. He was confined to the
grated
tliree months or more.
after the crewel war was over they quietly ! house for
The meeting of Oxford County Pomona
came back and brought their household I
Grange will be held at Norway on Tuesfoods with them.
7th. Special rates on the 49 years.
There is one more concession Hartford ! day, Jad.
In Bethel, Dec. 17, Burbank Waterhouse, aged
for Jan. 7th and 8th.
72 yeare.
has made to the Flat within a year. On Grand Trunk
*α
»
returned
Stilee
5
ύ
M.
P.
Mrs.
and
έ
Lieut,
In
Gilbert;llle, Dec. 20. Mrs. William Wetinore.
house
a
small
ë
of
4th
or before the
July
1ο 5«
In Rumford Fal s, Dec. 2·», Martin Benter.
g
from their Portland vieit the first of the
ε
«
wife
was confiscated from a well known farmft
In South Hartforl, Dec. 23, Mrs. Hattle,
>
I
Ά
Ο
*
Ο
on Sumner
of Addl>on Newton, age I about 40 years.
er in Hartford and landed
In Mexico, Jan. 2, John Farrln'gton, Jr., of Leforcst Connor, lut 3, Η. 7, Λ
Mary M. Bickford has returned to her
soil. Probably those who moved it had
00
3
175 $ «00 |
Κ. 1.2 of 4, It. 7,
after a short Lovell.
desire to improve the placo. Chelsea, Mass., school
a strong
In Bucklleld, Jan. 2, A. J. Hammond, aged 5:) \llteon Brown, W. l-2of 4, It.7,
00
600
3
100
vacation.
Α Ν. Ε. 14 of 5, It 7,
Later on tho hand car house belonging
years.
Μ. Λ. A Κ. S. Stowell, 8. Ε. 1-2
Mrs. L. A. Huntington, after a visit at
to the section men was moved to the
It.
15
of
\V.
S.
Κ.
A
5,
of 5,
7,
of some weeks, has
500
2 50
100
Flat for some purpose, I know not what. Island Pond, VtM
7, A 1-2 of 6. It. 7,
her daughter's, Mrs. Ε. N.
iCrit- A. 8. Bean, lote 1 A 2 In It.
Then I came to the south part of Tur- returned to
5
AO,
5, ami |>irtit of lots 3, 4,
There you will find a Hartford
ner.
It 5, 4 A 9. K. 0, an.I 4, It. 8.
Walter T. Rideout of Colby College
man who is an honor to any town, Mr.
and S. K. 14 1, It. 6, anil lot 7
the
B.
S.
Rideout,
in It. 7, an<l part of β In It. 7, 725 3500 17 50
Walter Purkis, a mau of sterling quali- visited his uncle, Kev.
C. 8. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
ties and sound judgment, a man who past week.
,,.
2 00
400
175
It. ft,
in
this
The Good Templars Lodge
has served as a town officer most of the
Hastings
Ell I'caboily ainl
2 50
500
180
place is quite alive with interest and
time he has lived in town.
Brothers, lote 1, 2 A 3, It. 8,
attendance Monday
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 14 lut 5,
Southeast of Bear Mountain lies the good work. The
87
13
175
It. 7,
was large, although it raiped.
1 00
child is backward in
200
If
village of North Turner, noted for lies evening Rice
your
Itulpli \V. Bean, lote 2 A 3, It. β, 200
is with
Waterford
North
2.1
of
AO
30
John
It.
a
lot
1,
7,
L.
Edwards,
Fred
Major Farrar,
among horse jockeye.
ϋι
80
his studies, does not like to
Ο. Λ. Farwell, N. W. 14 1, R. ϋ, '25
daughter, Mrs. G. Fred Stone. He
worthy citizen of Hartford, moved to his
14
W.
8.
1,
Farwell
imEst.,
F
much
rink
now
but is
has symptoms of
or
50
25
251
North Turner. He had two boys, Lewis has been quite sick
It. β,
is very emart and well for
251
50
Ada L. Farwell, 8. E. 141, R.β, 25
and Leander. Lewis went into trade proved. He
will
headache,
14
W.
N.
you
4,
fuhn W. Bennett,
and Leander owned a saw mill. Be- one of hie years.
6
100
501
«.
It. 7,
The annual meeting of the Congrefind that there is some little eye
tween them both they pretty nearly ran
Allison lirown, A. W. Stiles
on Wednesday
held
was
75
200
150
gational parish
the whole village for years.
lot<,
outno
be
trouble. There may
2 001
100
400
Baked bean supper was servHenry Stiles, homestead,
Now we come to Buckfield. This evening.
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
attendance was large. The
ward sign of a defect, yet the
15
100
town doesn't want any of Hartford's ed. The
501
R. 4,
were elected:
Jlrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
real estate. Probably it has got enough following officers
should be examined to
50
30
eyes
R.
4.
But
it
is.
as
euch
of that calamity,
Moderator—Chan P. Barnes, Esq.
25 I
50
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
make sure there is no fault in
Clerk—Geo. W. Holmes.
25
50
5
Hartford has furnished Buckfield with
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot,
Collector—Λ. L. F. I'lke.
1 00 I
200
100
F. Cross, lot 5, It. β,
Roscoc
some of its best men—the Pareonses, tbe
them.
8. D. Andrews, W.
Irishes, the Coles—that cannot be beat$31 87
Gilbert anit C. N. Tubbs.
en as business men in Oxford County, F. .Jones, L I.
Howard D. Smith, Chas. 1. Barnes,
Fin. Com
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
and last but not least, Mr. Burton Eugene K. Andrews.
Grant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
I'cw iiDTcnt—Ε. N. Swctt.
Hutchinson, the genial R. F. D. driver,
expenditure of the same and Is required to glvo
Ushers—James Ν. Tubb», L. F. Plke. W. C.
bond as the law directs.
who always has a good word for everyHome, Harry L. Home, C. W. Boynton, Homer
body. One thing I will say. If any one Tubbe and F. L. Plko.
Ν Riley Plantatlun for the purpose of repairbad
better
wants to joke with him, they
Plantation running op
S.
\_s lng the road In said
The various reports show the condition
understand the business.
to the place formerly occupied by Wra. Gorman
of the society to be excellent.
sum of one hundred and four dollars and
the
Wm. Cl'SHMAN.
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
The following officers of Norway
seventy-nine cents Is assessed as follows:
Lodge, No. 10, I. O. 0. P., were elected
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Some Supplementary Figures.
at the last regular meeting, viz.:
In presenting in the last issue a calN. G.—Frank E. DeCoeter.
the
of
towns
on
effect
the
of
culation
ν
ο
V G.—L. Fred Pike.
k
did
Democrat
the
α
·α
road
etate
new
law,
Sec.—M. L. Kimball.
ο
Treas.—H. E. Gibson.
not give one factor in the reckoning
Wm. MaI Geo. W.lotsBlanchard,
Trustees—A. L. F. Pike, II.J. Bangs and t.
1000 <2000 $7 00
which will aid in showing how the law H. Allen.
son
6, 7, 8 A Κ, R. 1,
Same owners, balance of townaffects the respçctive towns. That facI. O. 0. F.,
Androthe
Into
Encampment,
draining
Wildey
ship
tor is the state tax of one-third mill
scoggin river north of Berlin25» 5000 17 50 !
elected officers as follows:
from which the state's proportion of tbe
Falls, Ν. H.,
I
G. Curtis.
35
100
P.—Emerson
100
C.
I True Este*. 12 lot 9, R. 13,
joint fund is paid. For the purpose of
H. P.—G. Julian Brown.
A Hall, for Ingalls
Demcrltt
β"Ό
210
full illustration, the figures given for the
S. W.—C. V Webber.
400
homestead,
3 f0
1000
Scribe—M. L. Klmbirtl.
four towne cited last week are repeated,
Est of A lonzo f'llleld, homes'd, 800
1 22
350
200
Treas.—V L. F. Pike.
.1 ATwaddell,
and with them is given the amount
3 50
looo
500
J. W.—C. 8. Akers.
homes'd,
,,
Stlllman N. Llttlehale.
Canton, Jan. 4, 1908.
26
which each town contributes to the joint
50
75
Trustees—A. S. Kimball, G. A. Cole and C. H
Fred tiorman, W. 14 lot2, R.8,
70
The building owned by H. J. DeShon 1 fund through this one-third mill tax:
60
200
Sargent
1i4. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
70
200
200
and occupied on the first tioor by Bick
Wm.C. Chapman, loti, R. 15,
The meat firm of Stimson & Edwards
Mason, with a valuation of $">2,702,
70
I Seth Walker, lot 3. R.lot9, R. 15, 200 200
nell & Standley, grain dealer·, and abovi will have to set aside from its highway has been dissolved. Mr. J. K. Edwards
2,
(lasting-· Brothers,
96
375
200
by George Standley of the firm as a tene appropriation, to be used for permanent retires and goes to Conway Centre. Mr.
and 1-2 lot 9, R. 13,
I nternatlonal Paper Co., bal. of
ment, was totally destroyed by fire thii work, $26 40, and if it desires state aid Henry 0. Stimson continues the busi18945 18945 66 30
lote,
public
be
except
was
township
The
fire
discovered
morning.
must appropriate specially in addition ness.
tween 1 and 2 o'clock in the morning • $
$104 79
Modern Woodmen elected officers at
13.20, making a total of $39.60 for per·
and had made such progress that then • manent work. It will then receive from the last regular meeting as follows:
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
wan no possibility of saving the building
the state $79.20. Mason's contribution
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expendiCouncll-D. *. Wheeler.
as
Indeed, brave work was neceaaary t< to the joint fund through taxation it
ture of said tax and is required to give bond
Adviser—Nathan Tompkins.
the law directs.
save the buildings in the immédiat 5 $17.60.
Banker—G. L. Sanborn.
assessment
said
that
onlered
It
Is
A
nil,
hereby
ljrk—A. L. Sanborn.
vicinity, some of which are very near.
Oxford, valuation $480,546, must set
be published as the law require·.
Escort— Arthur Miller.
The total loss is reckoned at 910,000 aside $160.18, and may appropriai
Watchman—W. H. Booth.
Comr's
There was an insurance of $2000 on th< 1 $80.09, making a total of $240.27. Will
of the
Sentry—W. C. Goodwin.
I'hyslclan —II. L. Bartlrtt.
County of Oxford.
building and $3000 on the stock of Bick receive from the state $300.34. Oxford's
v
Board of Manager—P. H. Novors.
nell A Standley. The cause of the fire i 1 contribution to the joint fund through
A true copy—attest
not certainly known, but it is suppose* ' taxation is $160.18.
Knights of the Golden Eagle elected
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
follows:
to have caught from the chimney.
'NAME ON tVÏRV PIIC*"
Paris, valuation $1,421,074, must sei officer» as
Fox.
8. P. C.—1.8.
aside $355.42, s^nd may appropriate
NOTICE OF FORECLOMUBE.
N.C.—V. A. Rich.
Saturday, Jan. 11th, 1908, the select $177.71 additional, making a total ol
V. C.—H. H. Glldden.
men will meet at the hotel at West Pari
J. W. Orlndell of Lovell, In the
WHEREAS,
state
the
from
$533.13. Will receive
H.P.—Fred Allen.
his
County of Oxfonl and State of Maine, by
for the benefit of any that have bill
D.
Farrar.
H.—H.
V.
contribution
Paris'
$399.85.
througt
moitgnge deed, dated the third day of October,
Sir Herald—H. A. Anderson.
Westagainst the town of Paris to be adjusted taxation is $473 89.
D. 1903, find recorded tn Oxford Countr
A.
M. L. Kimball.
M. of R
15·,
We will have the valuations book if an
••in District Registry of Deeds, book91,page
Rumford, valuation $3,240,149, mus
C. of E.—G. L. Curtis.
real
The town book
one wants to see them.
conveyed to me, the undersigned, c-rtatn
Κ. οt Ε.—V. W. Bo) nton.
in
Mtuate
set aside $405 02, and may appropriai
thereon,
the
with
building*
cstae
close for the year January 31st, 190£
Always Delicious—Pure—
Trustee—C. V. Webber.
Lovell, aforesaid, and boun led as follows :
$202 51 additional, making a total ο
of land
Wholesome—Digestible
corner
We will be at the hotel 10 a. u. to 4 r. m
the
of
at
westerly
in
the
officers
The
Beginning
Knlghte Pythias
$607.53. Will receive from tbe etat<
owned and occupied by D. W. Russell, thence
Sklkctmkn or Pakis.
Γ. C.—w. E. Currier.
One Box will make
$455.65. Rumford's contribution througl
west on the line of Sabbatus road four rods and
V. C.—F. M. Lovejoy.
ten feet, thcnce north to land of D. W. Russed,
taxation ie $1,080.05.
A Happy Hornet
P.—R. O. Porter.
Seven of the Pleasant Point "Indian s
thence easterly on the line of a stone wall to the
y
M. of W.—G. W. Wood.
0
first mentioned bound; and whereas, the condiat
the
have been arrested
request
K. of R. and 8.-W. A. Lewie.
We wish to express our heafrtfel
Every Sealed Package guaranteed
tion of said mortgage hi· been broken, now,
M. of F.— \. L. Sanborn.
Massachusetts, charged with importin • thanks and
Full
and
the
Fresh
for
all
lovinf
Weight
therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condigratitude
M. of E.-Otto Schnuer.
into that state th.> noses* of seal
tion thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortkindness shown our dear one during bii
M. at Α.—H. S Minn.
killed in Maine and the Provinces, t
la
hc/iii/m
and
Bankrtt
Fancy Boxea
I. G.—Harry C. Everett.
sickness, and loving sympathy in oui
31, 1907.
secure the bounty paid by Maaaachusetti 1
P. H. McAllister.
detlgat—for Qiftt
O. G
EDWIN S. HUTCHIN8.
IS
great bereavement; also to the dea
friends and neighbors for the beautifu
LEVEL.
HEALTH
HIGHER
A
CO.
'·
M.
LOWNEY
FOR
LA
GRIPPI
WALTER
THE
REMEDY
SIMPLE
flowers that spoke more eloquently thai
Maker· of Coco· and Chocolate·
"I have reached a higher health levé
For
La Grippe coughs are dangerous a s words; also his brothers in fraternit;
since I began using Dr. King's Ne*
BOSTON, MASS.
they frequently develop into pneumonia whom be loved and respected, and to tb Life
ο
writes
Jacob
Springer
Pills,"
words,
s
bis
The homestead of the late Charlef
comforting
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stof pastor fur
West Franklin, Maine. "Tbey keep m;
Rhoda 8. Yatbs.
the cough but heal· and strengthens tb e
B.
Atwood, in Buckfield village.
stomach, liver and bowels working jan
J. S. Richards.
longs so that no serious result· need b e
If these pills disappoint you οι
right."
an
of
The
feared.
genuine Foley1· Hooey
The Maine Methodist Conference wil trial, money will be refunded at F. A
Tar cootaioa no harmful druga and ia i α
and
h«ala
F. R. DYER, Buckfield.
th·
laog
26c.
■top·
oough
In Augusta Shurtleff & Co.'· drug store.
next
Refuae aubatitutea. I bold Its

P»lntf°

I

Vlce-Preslilent—B. A. Hutchinson, Buck field.
Secretary—J. 8. llutchlns. Bethel.
Treasurer—A. L. Holmes, South Parla.

The Democrat had a pleasant call Friday from one of its oldest subscribers.
W. H. Porter of Norway, whose name
has been continuously on the Democrat's
list for a period of more than tifty years.
Mr. Porter just missed a car at the
corner and so continued his walk the entire distance from his home in Norway
to the Democrat office. This must be accounted pretty good, considering that
Mr. Porter is 85 years of age, and that
within a year he has lain for tive weeks
in a practically unconscious condition
with double typhoid pneumonia, from
which the physicians gave no hope of
recovery. Here's wishing many more
to one of the
years of life and happiness
most respected and kindliest men we
know!

was

Its active membership
(ier
to the families of veterans, but it in
eludes in its eligibility not only the wif.
and daughter, but also the collateral
female relatives, so that the order will
be a perpetuating one, in wbich very few
soldiers' families need be unrepresented.
In addition to the female members, all
of the civil war .«honorary
members, required only to take the obligation of the order to be admitted.
Although the order had its beginning
at au earlier date, it was in 1886 that the
national organization was formed. Now
the order has circles in thirty-five states,
and an organized state department id
twenty-seven states. Its total membership is now between 40,000 and oO,000,
and it is rapidly growing.
In several places homes are maintained by the order, where a veteran and his
wife may spend their last days in peace
and happiness. One such home, in
California, is on the cottage plan, giving
each veteran and his wife practically a
little home of tbeir own.
Among the other activities of the orit may be noted that it is building a
large pavilion at Andersonville, which
will be dedicated on the coming Memorial
Day. At Sacramento it has
established a beautiful grove with each
tree named for some one of the battles
I of the civil war.
...
·.
No veteran within the field of activity
of the order is ever knowingly allowed
to be buried without the flag upon his
breast, and every endeavor is made to instill reverence for the flag in the minds
„f the voung. With this in view, one
part of the work of the order is now providing flags for schools in the South,
where they would not otherwise bo
uwJ. Naturally the work of the order
m.mewliat hampered in that section
bv tli* rancore of the conflict, which are
particularly strong among the women,
.ad wbich can not be wiped out in one
ration. The order is therefore doits work there largely with the chililreo, and endeavoring to infuse\.into
their minds the spirit of patriotism and
loyalty to a united country.

Allen-Wilson.
and daughter in the West.
The Lewiston papers of recent date
I'hey will go first to visit their son, Her' >ert F. Hall, in Kansas City, and will go contained extended notices of the Allenater to the home of their daughter, Wilson wedding.
As Mrs. Wilson as
Are. 11. C. Ripley, in Pawhuska, Okla. Miss Ethel Allen, was well known to
South Paris and Norway people, some
Dr. J. G. Littlefield, who has occupied
account of the nuptials cannot fail to be
he tlat on the second door of Pythian
interest to the readers of The Ox{lock as an «'thee and residence since
ford Democrat.
| he block was built, has purchased the
1
The ceremony was performed Γ
>avid N\ True house on Pleasaut Street,
Dec 31, at 7:30 r. si., at the home
rhis house has for some years been
Of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Allen of 6» Gam< • wned by John B. Robinson of Oxford,
Ave., Auburn, by Kev. C. Κ Tenare now occupied by age
j md its two rents
uey, pastor of the Elm Street Uni1 I. P. Millett and Josiah Thurlow.
church, Auburn.
Miss Uazol Bearce of Auburn was
George L. Mains and Miss Bertha M.
istes were married Wednesday evening maid of honor and Miss Amy Hackett
>y Rev. Τ Μ Γ Kewley at the home of aDd Miss Ida Prince acted as br·11®5·
Ùr and Mrs. C. F. Ware, where the maids. Mr. Wilson was attended by
' >ride is employed. Later a receptiou Mr. Halph Chapman of Auburn
vas civen there to the Delta Alphas, of Stanley
Cushing of Thomaston The
vhich the bride is a member, and a few ushers were Messrs. Jameson Lee Hn>ther friends. The Delta Alphas preJohn Hackett and Burton L. Dyer.
ieuted Mrs. Mains with a china berry
The young ladies who assisted in'serv>et.
ing were the Misses Jessie Ally, Haidee
There was a lame attendance Saturday Austin, Agnes Kimball, Gladys Ilunne•vening, January 4, at the meeting of well, Aurie Duplin and Lucinda Loring.
Miss Allen was charmingly attired in
he Ladies of the Grand Army of the
princess, and
Republic, many comrades being present, white chitton silk, cut
She
wore orange blossoms in her hair,
: ind the following officers were installed
a bouquet of white bride roses
i»y National l'resideut Clara N. Sawyer, carried
issisted by Mrs. Mary E. Gifford of with one siugle red rose in the center.
The house was beatifully decora e<
Burnside Circle, Auburn:
with ferns, palms and cut flowers.
President— Ellen M. Curtla.
bridal party stood beneath an evergreen
Senior Vice-President—Wlnnlfred Penley.
-Tiiiilor VIce·President— Kate B. Stuart.
arch from which was suspended a snow
K.
Carter.
Secretary—Hannah
white dove. The wedding march was
Treasurer—Eva E. Walker.
I hajdaln—I.vdla A. Kounde.
played by Mrs. F. V. Tamter.
Conductor— Helen M. Child.
Only the relatives and intimate friends
tiuanl—Nancv Sessions.
were present at the ceremony, but at 8
Assl-ttnt Conductor—Marv K. Swett.
o'clock the doors were thrown open to
.\H-i-tant (iuard— Lizzie W. MUlett
the other acquaintances.
The aunual meeting of the First
beautiful presents were received
Congregational church of South Paris bvMany
the newly married couple. Many
held Wednesday eveniug of last
«vas
of
silver, cut glass haild
week. The following are the officers gifts
china, linen, furniture and checks to the
>f the church for 190S:
amount of fifty dollars were displayed.
Pastor—Rev. Andrew T. McWhorter. (
Guests present from out of town were
Deacon*—11. K. Muzzy, A. H. .Jackson, J. F
Mrs. Alonzo Loring of Yarmouth, Mr.
[Mummer, A. Ii. Talbot, C. 11. Howard, W. Ρ
Maxim.
Stanley Cushing of Tbomaston Miss
Clerk—Ε. I. lireene
Marv Thomas of Thomaston. Mr. Joel
Treas.—Κ. N. Haskell.
Standing Committee— Pastor, Deacons, Clerk Foster, Mr. and Mrs E. C. Foster of
Hebron, and Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Allen of
Officers of the Suuday School:
West Minot.
Sujit.—C. H. Howa.nl.
Λ net. Supt.—Η. K. Muzzy.
Vital Statistics of Paris for 1907.
Sec.—Kenneth Wlthaui.
Treas.— J. K. Plummer.
Id the town of Parie during the year
Lib.—Ν. I> RoUter.
l'.H)7 there was about the usual amount
Kxe-utlve Com.—Mrs. \nnle B. Swett, Mrs
I. 8. Wright, Mr. A. C. Wheeler.
of marryiug and giving in marriage, but
Supl llome Dept.—Mrs. K. A. Shurtleff.
more newcomers than usual were usherSupt. Cra'lle Ro 1—Mrs. C. II. Uowar<l.
ed into the world here, and rather more
The officers of Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. than usual took their final leave of it,
;). F.. were metalled Thursday evening though the balance between the two is
l)>· District Deputy Ε. II. Allen and an a gain in population for the town.
installing team from Norway. Thi
Vital statistics for liH)7, as recorded at
complete list of officers installed is at the town clerk's office in Paris, are sumFollows:
In this no account is
marized below.
N. G.—George ff. Haskell.
made of the stillborn, which appear on
V. G.—J. Ε Murch.
the records sometimes as births only,
Rec. Sw'j.-C. A. Marston.
and sometimes as births and deaths.
Kin Sec'y-—C. H. Howanl.
Treas —Α. Κ t>e.in.
The number of living children born in
W—Η. I. Merrill.
town for the year was 75.
Con.—W K. Allen.
In 6
The marriages recorded are 57.
(). l>.—J. J. Merrill.
I. G.—S. N. Maroton.
of these neither party was a resident of
H. S. N. U.—A. E. Shurtleff.
the town, and 9 of them were in other
L. S. N. G —E. P. Crockett.
towus, one or both nf the parties being
R.S. V G.-A. E. Clark.
Η. E. Dean.
I..S. V.
residents of Paris. This leaves 51 marU. 8. S -8. M. Brown.
riages in which one or both of the parties
L. S. 8.—O. L. Morgan.
were residents of the town.
C.-J. 8. Blair.
The deaths in town are 58, making at
There will be a rehearsal Tuesday even
the last census of the town a rate a trifle
ing and the new officers will work th<
under 1$ to the thousand, or using 3500
initiatory degree Thursday evening.
is probably
as the population, which
The K. F. D. carriers of Oxford Coun small enough at the present time, the
ty, wh<i are organized under the name ol rate is 10 1-2 to the thousand.
the Oxford County Kural Letter Car
The greatest age was 92, two dying at
riers' Association, held their annua that
Benjamin
age during the year
meeting at Hotel Andrews Wednesday Maxim and Mrs. Merinda B. Cummings.
Jan. 1st, that being a legal holiday
Grouped by decades the ages were as
Routine business was transacted, am follows:
officers for the year were chosen. Aboul Over 90,
a dozen members of the association wen
Between 80 ami HO,
1
and SO,
present, and one, S. S. Heald, a substi Between TO
60 " 70
tute carrier, of South Paris, was electec
"
50 " 60,
"
to membership.
40 ·' 50,
During the day thi
"
30 " 40
members in attendance went in a bod]
"
ii) " 30,
to call oo Ernest M. Millett, carrier οι
"
10 " 30,
"
ii
who
Route No. 3 from South Paris,
I ·· 10
1
1
niler
I'
an
from
year
a
opera
making good recovery
tion for appendicitis at his home oi
Store Burned at Canton.
High Street. The next meeting of thi
association will be held at Oxford, soroi
BAI)
BLAZK SATl'R
ΑΧ KAKI. Y AND
time in July. The officers chosen are:
President— F. 8. Washburn, Buckflekl.
DAY MOUSING.

—

•topped, and nothing

Saturjaj

Regular meeting of Good Cheer at ί I While the prime object of the Lad'®·
m. Wednesday of this week and ever; r
of the G. A. R. is to benefit the old sol
Wednesday till March 1st.
dier, and the circles are frequently made
Mrs. C. L. Buck and Miss Myrtl· I auxiliary to the posts of the Granc
it is strictly an independent or
Buck are visting the family of Dr. J. W
I Army,
is limitée

a

First Congregational Church. Rev. A. T. Mcv\ horter. Pastor. Preaching service. 10 45 a m ;
Sunday School 11 45 a st.; T. P. S. C. E. 6 Ό0
Church
p. *.;
Evening service 7 ΛΌ P.
prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. x.
All. not otherwise connected, are conllallv Invited.
Methodist Church, Kev. T. S. Kewlev, Pastor.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting 10:00 a. m. ;
υ reaching service 10 45 a. *.; Sabbath School
1Kpworth League Meeting 6 oo p. χ ;
prayer meeting Wednesday evening 7-30; class
meeting Friday venlng 7 :30.
Baptist Church. Rev. .». Wallace Chesbro,
Pastor. On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
m.; sabbath School li m. ; Y. P. S. C. E.,t5:15 ρ
*
prayer meeting 7 «ι p. a.; Wednesday evenSente free.
All are
ing prayer service 7:30.
welcome.
L'nlver»allst Church, Kev..?. H. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m
Sutidav School at l'i m. .lunlor Union at 3:30
Y. P. c. U. at 7 P. it.
P. *.
stated meetings.

I National

lof

P. M.

RAILWAY.
SOUTH

Ladles of the 0. A. R.
Mrs. Clara N. Sawyer of Portland

President of the Ladies of tbi
G. A. K., was at South Parie
There will be a social <!ance in Nei » night ami installed the officers of Win
Hall next Friday evening.
K. Kimball Circle of that order. Mrs
Sawyer ie a woman of fine presence an< J
Good Cheer Supper and entertainuien
very thoroughly in earnest in the worl
Tuesday eveniug this week.
the order of which she is the bead
Miss Albertha G. Andrews of Love! 1 and in the interest of wbich she hat
is a gueet at I. E. Andrews'.
traveled quite extensively over th<
country. In a conversation with tin
The Euterpean Club meets with Mrs
I
Democrat, Mrs. Sawyer gave some in
Aida i
Barnes this Monday afternoon.
formation of interest regarding the or
the opera to be studied.

Commencing s* pt. 29, ιλ>7,
TRAINS

I

!"

Meeting of the Κ. Ο. K. A. Wednei

POST OFFICJt.
M. to 7:30

some snow

•lay evening.

SOUTH PARJS.
»OUTU l'A RIS

only had

Copyright 1907
The Hou* of Kuiycaheiact
Uiicigo

F. PLUMMER, ÎŒ,.
Clothier,

31 Market

Square,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

Pianos

106-3.

Organs.

«

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

to

buy

Good second hand organs fit·m $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
for New Year'» present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $'75·

Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a good trade in musical instruments

W. J*. Wheeler,
Billing» BlOOK.

leoutb. Parle,

-

Maine.

BOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Unsuspected

are

worms

■ketch of hi· career. Unwilling to truat
Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle·
for
Is solicited. Addreu: Editor ΗοϋΚΜΑΚΚΒβ* to the tender merciea of a biographer
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me a faithful presentation of hia noble deed·
autobiNye wrote himself tbe following

the

of numéro» little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
cause of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and often-timea adults feel out of sorts, are
irritable, feel listless and unrefreshed in the morning ; suffer with
indigestion, have a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath ;
hard and full belly, with occasional gripings and pains about the navel ; eyes
heavy, and dull ; itching of the dosc ; short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
slow fever ; and often in children, convulsions—in the majority of cases the
cause of all the trouble is worms though you may not suspect their presence.
cause

Points

pure vegetable compound, has been the standard
household reme«'.y since 1851; it never fails to
exprl uot only worm* but all waste matter, leaving the Wood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole systeui strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. Tree's
KUir regularly is wise, because it not only increases the appetite, acts as α preventative of
corn;h*. cold, lever and worms but gives rugged,

w\

robust health.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 35c, juc and Ji.oo.
Write for free booklet,
"CkildrtH anu tk/ir Diseatrt.'

DR. J. F. TRIE & CO.,

Auburn, Me.

TUE LARGE YIELD OF

For Sale.

A farm of 350 acres, 100 acres oi
wood timber, fine orchard, cuts 50
tons hay, 1 1-2 story house with S
Well
All in good repair.
rooms.
located near Norway. This property
will be sold at a bargain.
Also 300 other fine Oxford Courty
Farms and some valuable pine timber lots. Come and see.

HAZEN'S FARM

AND

53-3

—

AND

—

Apples

that the fanners will receive largo
Probably a
sums of money in payment.
large share of this will be paid out in a
short time and there is no safer place to
keep it and no butter way to pay it out
than by opening a checking account in
means

REAL

ESTATE AGENCY,
Oxford, Maine.

Corn,

Sweet

...

Norway

THE
National Bank,
...

Norway, Mo.

Gasoline

There
The check serves as a receipt.
in no «Jauger of lues by tire or tlieft. You
change.
can always make the correct
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
to
bard
or
There is nothing complicated
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
and sweet corn, call in and let ue convince you that it is for your interest and
profit to open an account with us.

Cylinder Oil.

Spreaders,

Manure

Disk

2y"Thirty-five > ears of
vice to depositors.

Harrows,

successful ser-

Sulky Plows.

General Line Farm Machinery.
A. W. WALKER & SON,

r·^

i

(mi

SOUTH PARIS.

E. W. C HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnleh DOORS an.t WINDOWS of any
Size or Sly le at reasonable prices.

Edison
—

Latest

If In want of any kln-t of Klnlsh for Inelde or
Outoliie work, κη<! In your orders. Pine Lum
ber an 1 Shingles on hau l Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

Match*! Hart Woo<l Floor Boar Is for sale

F.
West

CHANDLER,

W.

Sumner,

....

Maine.

Phonographs

WITH THE

Improved

W.

A.

of|

Lands of Non-resident Owners.
STATIC OK ΜΛΙ3ΙΕ.

2

CTapak!tUMOl laii'ls sltuatc<l In the Plantation of Milton, In the County of Oxford, for the
year 1907.
The following list of taxe* on real estate of
uon resilient owners. In the pltntalion of Milton, af.ire-aM. for the year I'JoT, commltte<l to
me for collection for sal· I Plantation on the Aîth
il*y of April, l'-XiT, remain unpaM; anil notice 1»
he re) >y given that if sal'i taxes with Interest
awl chances are not previously paid, so much
of the real estate taxe<l as is sufficient to pay
the amount'lue therefor, Including Interest ami
eharues, will lie solil without further notice, at
pubili auction at Poplar ^chool House In saM
Plantation, on the ilrst Monday lu February,
iixi.s, at nine o'clock A.M.

ê*

*

HILLS,

«

s
a

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

a

-t
V. ·ï"
ν

Offices

or

small etore to rent in the

Davis Block, South Paris.

u

tp

Ξτΐ
5*
3
=

isl
Β

Inquire

at

South Paris Savings Bank.

51 tf

PARKER'S
BALSAM

and bmtitifle· th< hair.

l'rvnii'M a taxtuiaiii growth.
Never Tail· to H«»toro Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cum acalp d.·»«··« a hair ta^uig.
tue, aixi |l.w at Prugi»»

x

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS
A

DAILY
NEWS-

PAPER.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

0

·

•

•000

•

·

•

·

•

·

•

·
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•

•000
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oooo

0

oooo

0

0

Upper left hand square: 1. To cut
into with the teeth. 2. Λ heathen god.
4. Besides.
3. Upi»er ends.
Upper
right haud square: 1. A map or chart.
2. Solitary. 3. A girl's name. 4. Tidy.
Middle square: 1. A delightful region. 2. A small valley. 3. A girl's
name. 4. Not far.
Lower left hand square: 1. A vegeta3. Requests.
4. A
ble.
2. Leisure.
bird's boiue. Lower right baud square:
1. To govern. 2. On. 3. A burden. 4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

w

a c

HAIR

0

·

twenty quart buttles?

-<—3
sr.
Abbott. Edwin anil Kl'aa; No. of acre»,
♦ S 67
IU0, value #;$0o.
il. J. !:esaiich, Heater piece, bounded ou
the northeast by Ztreon farm, oil the
southeast by l'an I owned by B. C.
Sloan, on west by town road; to.al
.61
value $'25.uo
Mt. Z'rcon Mineral Spring Co.; Land.
bottling house and machinery; total
110
value #4.V»>,
Mt. (illnes Uold anil Silver Mining Co.;
Lot fl, buildings, mill ami machinery
73.501
thereon; total value $30*M),
II. 8. Pentey; Ills farm; total value t$W>. i960
John Thompson, Heirs of; Hie farm ; total
4.90
value tiOO
Virginia Reality Co.; The tillnes farm;
19.00
total value flMh—
UANA Κ. BE \N.
Collector of Taxes of Plantation of Milton.
Dec. *>, 1 Ό7.

(Iniwi

ο

365.—Quaint Question.
What is the difference between twenty four quart bottles and four and

|

For Rent.

ο

No.

251

NORWAY,

oooo

0

Completes.

j

MAINE.

OOOO

0

42tf|

Collector's Advertisement of Sale

îο

oooo

0

SOUTH PARIS.

S

0

0

—

PORTER,

I

oooo

ο

Horn.

Squares.

0000
0

Come in and hear them.

FOR SALE.
1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-rooui,
shed and stable. About :i-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a âne view. Δ spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms, ('all on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

a

stock of the I

new

Also Window ά Door Frames.

and Job Work.

received

just

No. 366.—Hidden Fishes.
If the ear passes, you caunot go.
Josh added the numbers quickly.
What is the best route to town?
Dora says it is her ring.

Strictly Prohibited.
A small phuv «Γ a mu so meut situated
ia the poorer part of a midland town
bas the following notice displayed ou
Its walls: "Whistling or cheering with
the feet is strictly prohibited."
Preferred Remedy.
Although it caused within his house
A

very serious schism.

He still Insisted flannel cakes
Were good for rheumatism.

—Ejchange.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 351.—If I Were You: 1. Tun. tin.
2. Fur, tir. 3. f'uut. pint. 4. Bun, bin.
No. 352.— leather Findings: Strap.

Belts.
No. 353.-Metamorphoses: 1. Hand,
band, bond, fond, food, foot. 2. Sock,
rock, rook, tiook, boot. 3. Kind, Hue,
line, lone, lose. 4. Give. gave, cave,
cake. take. 5. Corn, core, care, cars,
oars, oats.
No. 354.—Anagram: Robert Burns.
No. 35.—Charade: Ilaud-cuiT.
No. 35*).—Subtractions: 1. Wiu-d. 2.
L-tmp. 3. Rude. rue. 4. Amid, aid. 5.
Cold, cod. tJ. Hold, hod.
No. 357.
Word Puzzle: Tornado,
torn, aid, oh
No. 358.-Diamond: 1. Y. 2. Bog. 8.
Youth. 4. Sty. 5. H.
No. 359.—Transpositions: 1. Range,
2. Large, regal.
3. Lance,
anger.
clean.

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

ography:
"Edgar

Wilson Nye was born in Maine
in 1850, August 25, but at two years of
age be took bis parents by the hand, and,

felling them that Piscataquis County was
no piaoe for them, he boldly struck out
for St. Croix County, Wisconsin, where
tbe hardy young pioneer soon made a
home for his parents. The first year he
drove the Indians out of the 8t. Croix
Valley; and suggested to the Northwestern Railroad that it would be a good idea

to build to St. Paul as soon as the oom·
pan y could get a grant which would pay
them two or three times the cost of construction. The following year he adopted trousers, and made one hundred and
seventy-five dollars from the sale of wolf
scalps. He also cleared twenty-seven
acres of land, and raised some watermelons. In 1854 he established and endowed a district school in Pleasant Valley. It was at this time that be began
to turn hie attention to the abolition of
slavery in the South and to write articles
for the press signed 'Veritas,' in which
he advocated tbe war of 1800 or as soon
as the Government could get around to
it.

"Ill 1855 he graduated from the farm
and began tbe study of tbe law. He did
not advance very rapidly in this profession, failing several times in his examination and giving bonds for hie appearance
at the next term of court. He was, however, a close student of political economy,
and studied personal economy at the
same time till be found he could live on
ten cents a day and his relatives easily.
"Mr. Nye now began to look for a new
country to build up and foster, and as
Wisconsin had grown to be so thickly
settled in the northwestern part of the
state that neighbors were frequently
found as near as five miles apart, he
broke loose from all restraint and took
emigrant rates for Cheyenne. Here he
engaged board at the Interocean Hotel
and began to look about him for a position in a bank. Not succeeding in this
be tried the law and journalism. He did
not succeed in getting a job for some
time, but finally hired as associate editor
and janitor of the Laramie 'Sentinel.'
"By-and-by he had won every heart by
his gentle, patient poverty and his delightful parsimony with regard to facts.
With a hectic imagination, and an order
on a restaurant which advertised in the
paper, he scarcely cared through the
livelong day whether school kept or not.
"Thus he rose to Justice of the Peace,
and finally to an income which is reported very large to everybody but the assessor.

—

"He is the father of several very beautiful children by bis first wife, who is
still living. She is a Chicago girl, and
loves her husband more than he deserves,
□e is pleasant to the outside world, but
He early
a perfect brute in his home.
learned that in order to win the love of
his wife be should be erratic and kick
the stove over on the children when be
He therefore asserts himcame home.
self in this way, and the family love and
respect him, being awed by hie greatness
and gentle barbarism.
"He eats plain food with both hands,
conversing all the time pleasantly with
any one who may be visiting at the
houce. If his children do not behave he
kicks them from beneath tbe table till
they roar with pain, as he chats on with
the guests with a bright and ever-flowing
stream of bon mote which please and deThe Ever Useful Chafing Dish.
light thoee who visit him to that degree
that they almost forget that they have
There is certainly no novelty about
had hardly anything to eat.
the chafing dish, and yet it is so useful
•'In conclusion, Mr. Nye is in every
that nothing has ever been invented to
character."
take its place at suppers for more at less respecta lovely
informal parties, or when friends drop in
A Day to Remember.
to spend a pleasant evening.
A northern gentleman visiting in a
Of course tbe dieh usually served in
southern village, attended church at a
one of these utensils is Welsh rabbit, but
bouse.
When it came
if you do not care for this, or want a negro meeting
time for the collection to be taken, two
change, there are a number of other deecons seated themselves beside
a table
things that are both appetizing and before the
pulpit, with the plate between
easily cooked. You can even make ex- them.
cellent toast with the chafing dish, if
One by one the congregation rose, and
you have an asbestos mat, and so be abforward, deposited a cent or a
solutely independent of the kitchen. To stepping
the plate before the eyes of
do this you turn the alcohol lamp on nickel upon
watchful deacons. When all the
full blast and then set tbe asbestos mat the
had gone forward the northern
in the chafing dish frame aad let it get members
man took a half-dollar from his pocket,
thoroughly heated through, and then and
leaning forward and touching a
put a slice of thin toast on the mat, and
on the shoulder, handed it to him
brown it first on one side and then turn negro
and motioned towaod tbe pulpit.
on the other.
The colored brother rose with alacrity,
It is a good plan when giving informal
with eyes big with astonishment,
affairs of this sort to prepare everything but
and holding the coin between the tips of
you can before the guests arrive. This
his fingers and extending it high in tbe
saves needless confusion and greatly exair where all might see it, he marched
pedites matters. Tbe needed utensils,
and ostentatiously forward.
besides tbe chafing dish and asbestos slowly
He was about to deposit it on the
mat, are two or three bowls or dishes to
when one of the deacons motioned
hold the ingredients to be cooked, a plate
to bim. The effect was
small cruet, three or four spoons, tbe and whispered
The coin-bearer lowered
dishes in which the cooked viand is to Instantaneous.
of the public gaze, and
be served, a bottle of alcohol to replenish the coin out
back to the donor.
the lamp if necessary, and —above all—a stepped
"Please, sab," he said in a low voice,
tray to hold tbe chafing dish to save your "does
you want some change back—and
table from the effects of the lamp.
If you are a little tired of tbe regula- how much?"
The visitor shook his head. Again up
tion rabbit, why not try a rabbit souffle?
a
This is much lighter and easier of diges- went the coin, borne by smiling negro,
tion than the old-fashioned rabbit, and and with a clangor and an audible buzz
from
the
of
approval
spectators, it fell
not much more trouble to make.
into the plate.
KAUU1T SUltFLlC.
Watched by the deacons, tbe preacher
For this you do not need to use the counted the funds. "Tbe collection this
hot water pan. Into the blazer put one morning amounts to 88 cents," be anteaepuonful of butter; let this melt a nounced. "We will now enter upon a
little and add a half teaspoonful of salt, service of thanksgiving."—Youth's Coma quarter teaepoonful of paprika, or, if panion.
preferred, just a sprinkle of red pepper
Preferred Age.
aod a quarter teaspoonful of muetard.
"Υββ," said the old man addressing
When hot and thoroughly blended add
hie visitor. "I am proud of my girls ana
one cup of cream or milk (the cream
makes it much better) and one cup of ehould like to Ree them all comfortably
soft breadcrumbs. Let this boil and married, and as I have a little money
then add a cup of American cheese cut they won't go to their husbands penniin tiny pieces. This should be allowed less. There's Margaret, 25 years old
to melt thronghly, and then the beaten and a real good girl, I shall give her
yolks of three eggs should be stirred in. $5000 when she marries. Then comes
Stir this all together for a minute, and Bet, who won't see 35 again, and she'll
then stir very Tightly in the whiten of have $10,000, and the man who takes
the eggs, which must be beaten very Dora, who is 40, will have $15,000 with
stiff. Pour this mixture over slices of her."
The young man reflected a moment or
hot buttered toast and serve immediateso and then nervously inquired: "You
ly·
haven't one about 50, have you?"
OYSTERS

ON

TOAST.

For this you use the hot water pan
He—What would your father do if I
only, and into this put one quart of told him I wanted to marry you?"
must
be
and
their
which
She—He'd refer the matter to me.
oysters
liquid,
strained. Let this boil and then season
He—(hopefully)—And what would
rather highly with salt and pepper, and you do?
when the oysters look plump and are
She—I'd refer the matter to the young
curled at the edges dip them out of the man who proposed to me and was acliquid and serve on slices of either gra- cepted while you was trying to make up
ham or white bread, as preferred.
your mind."
CELERY

—

is a metropolitan newspaper (or busy people, almost as
as a
daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
ring· it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
REANNOUNCEMENT
SPECIAL
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
We are pleased to announce that
TRIBUNE is ooly 11.50 per year, but vou can secure it with Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
your own favorite local uewspaper, The Oxford Democrat, and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. Sold
by all druggists.

Eood

Marketing.

360.—Changed Letter·.

No. 364.—Connected

I have

on

In selecting pork the skin should be
thin and pearly white, the fat white and
word
In
first
the
Change oue letter
the lean of a delicate red, juicy, firm and
to make the secoud word.
finely grained. If the skin is thiok the
1. Change greed to space.
pig is old; if clammy the pork is stale;
if the fat is yellow and soft the pork is
2. Change fuuny to pointed.
not what it should be.
3. Change kiuduess to clearness.
Whatever cut one buys, however it is
4. Change a workman to a metal.
to be cooked, it must be thoroughly
5. Change beloved to beforehand.
done. Rare pork is not only unwholeG. Chauge greedy to truthful.
some, but positively dangerous.
7. Change a body of officers to well
With cured hams the case is different.
bred.
Pried or broiled ham should always be
first boiled. It is not only more economNo. 361.—Charade·.
ical, but it is more wholesome; and as for
(Quadrupeds.)
taste, well broiled ham is one of the most
I.
popular dishea.
My > irst denotes two.
When a bam is boiled before it is cut
No more, nor Ices few.
every morsel of it can be used.
My second'β an heir.
Fur broiled bam there is no compariBut of what or where
son between the ham that bas been boilHis father must tell—
He knows It quite well.
ed, tben cut into daintily thin slices and
broiled, and the bam tbat is cut raw.
II.
The same is the case with tbe fried bam.
A color of delicate hue
If housekeepers would try boiling a ham
Is my first; the guesslng's for you.
before broiling or frying I am sure they
If you wish my second to get
old way.
You must search through the alphabet. would never go back to tbe
All the little bits and shreds of Lam
I'm sure you'll hear my peaceful third
herd.
tne
winds
for omelets
be
used
At night, us homeward
left after slicing can
and a dozen or more popular dishes.
The fat, when there is too much, is
No. 362.—Quintuple Beheadings.
placed in tbe refrigerator and is used in
Behead five letters from each word.
meats and
1. Behead five letters from venerable stews and to season many
vegetables. It is always an improveand leave the limit.
fried with
when
ment to poultry, and
2. Behead from to make clear and liver
it a relish that nothiug else
gives
leave a specified time.
will.
3. Behead not pardoned and leave
There is one little point I am careful
bestowed.
about in cooking ham. When it is taken
4. Behead an offense and leave » from its boiling liquid I have it plunged
at once into ice water. This makes tbe
deed.
fat white and firm and brightens the red
5. Behead bold and leave a circle.
of the lean. It is a great improvement.
G. Behead that which may be sep
I always have the bacon and the salt
a rated anil leave competent.
pork parboiled before cutting. Of that
7. Behead to pass from place to place .ilso every particle is used. You will
or from band to band and leave tardy.
smile, perhaps, when I tell you that I
8. Behead very good and leave look upon tbe skin taken from tbe breakfast bacon, before it is cut into stripe, as
loaned.
9. Behead in an improportlonate man- very valuable.
One of tbe uses to which I put it is
ner and leave a confederate.
sausages. There are very few
10. Behead an Interpretation and cooking
people who don't prefer pork sausages.
leave a people.
Tbe pure pork sausages are very hard to
11. Behead a fuzzy worm and leave
get and never inexpensive. Well, I get
a column.
ihe good, pure beef article and cook
12. Behead a soldier and leave a con- them with bacon rind, and it's surprising
bow many people think they are eating
junction.
13. Behead to act as a friend to and the highest priced pork sausage.
To accomplish this deceit perfectly
leave termination.
the sausages should, of course, be cut
When rightly l^eheaded the Initials
and washed. Then lay them in a
of the remaining words will spell the apart
pan and pour over them boiling water.
name of a famous Amerlcau writer of
After allowing them to remain for
short stories.
three or four minutes, turn the water off
and prick the sausages with a fork to
No. 363.—An 0!d Favorite.
keep them from bursting while being
cooked. Tut them in a pan with tbe
bacon rind cut into strips and fry for
twenty minutes. Turn them often.
Tben have cut into fanciful shapes
some stale bread to put in the fat that is
left in the pan, and after it becomes a
delicate brown garnish the dish with it.
Brown bread for this purpose is especially delicious.
The bones, skin and; liquid in which
the bam is boiled 1 use to make soup
stock, mixing it, of course, with stock
made from beef. Properly cooked it
keeps well, and when fused judiciously
A favorite character in juvenile lit- makes a tasty addition to all vogetable
erature is described by the picture.
soups.—Ex.
No.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

a

BUI Nyo'â Story of His Own Uf·.
Bill Nye *u once approached (or a

Cook

OYSTERS.

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.

pint of oysters in their own
One of the worst features of kidney
liquor until they are plump. Drain, and trouble is that it is an insidious disease
then strain the oyster liquor and add to and before the victim realizes his danger
a

enough cream to make one and a half
cupfuls. Melt in a chafing dish six
tablespoonfuls of butter and five tablespoonfuls of Hour and stir to a
paste. Pour in the liquid gradually
it

Season with
and beat until croamy.
pepper, salt and celery salt. Add the
parboiled oysters and cook until just at
the boiling point. Pour this over slices
of buttered toast and sprinkle with fine);

chopped celery.
CRAIIS

AND

MUSHROOMS.

Cut two very small slices of bacon in

tiny pieces; put them in the hot blazer

fatal malady.
Take
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble as It corrects irregularities and
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes.
Sold by all druggists.
he may

have

a

Lady—I

went to see Mr. Jones.
New office boy—He's engaged, ma'am.
Lady—Engaged ! fiddlesticks! He's
married, and I'm his wife.
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
Most victims of appendicitis are those
who are habitually constipated. Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constipation by stimulating the liver and
bowels and restores the natural action
of the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit
Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and i·
mild and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes. Sold by all druggists.

and then add oue cup of crab meat cut
into dice and a half of a green pepper
chopped fine (the seeds and interior of
Teacher—Now, Johnny, why ie it the pepper must be taken out and
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
more blessed to give than to receive?"
thrown away before it is chopped), half
South Paris, Maine.
Johnny—Because when you receive a cup of canned tomatoes, pulp and
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWto give something better.
juice. Let this all boil together and
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New York City, will you've gut
then add one-half cupful of mushrooms,
"Why did you do that?" demanded
bring you a free Rample copy.
is
a
in
the
head?
cold
What
Nothing cut small, and cook for a few minutes. < the teacher.
to worry about if you treat it with Ely's This does not require toast, but crackers
"Oh, just for fun," replied Tommy
Cream Balm. Neglected the cold may should bo paused when it is served.
Tuff.
grow into catarrh, and the air passages
"But didn't you know it was against
LIVER A LA BALTIMORE.
be so intlamed that you have to tight for
the rules?"
every breath. It is true that Ely's Cream
This dish is usually a great favorite
"Sure? Dat's where de fun comes in."
But with men. Make a sauce of two tableBalm masters catarrh promptly.
the
onnce
about
yon know the old saying
HOW TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.
spoonfuls of butter, two of flour, one
Therefore use Cream cup of bouillon (this can quickly be made
of prevention.
You can avoid pneumonia and other
Balm wheD the cold in the head shows of any of the prepared bouillon extract»
serious results from a cold by taking
itself. All druggists, 50 cents, or mailed and hot
water), one cup of cream, the
Honey and Tar. It stops the
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New yolk of an egg and a seasoning of salt, a Foley'sand
cough
expels the cold from the

York.

Thenbove illustration is fvom a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildin», U. S. Dc|«artnu-rt oi Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is locateil In the
h it cf the eitv atul is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid bocause it
u«-"S Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds η >thin^ i's equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light elate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good forvou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send a 3 cant tump toe book of κρ-to-Uat· poultry aad tara boildi&c pUaa,

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.
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By Curr»n
Richard GreenUy·

)
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?
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) Copyrighted.

doubtfully.

ί

eyed the crumpled scrawl
« fragment t°ru
from_a

sheet of writing paper on which the

characters were faintly penciled,
ken here uiid there as If the writer's
strength had failed: "If you waut new.

llendersou it will be worth
to follow the bearer of this
while
your
without delay."
-Who sent this?" he said to the
of Jack

grimy faced gamin.
Tie blew in
"Dunuo.
days, an· the ole woman tuk him m
She Mows he'll croak 'fore night
Landon hesitated, but the memoir of

never

go home

bored their
eyes
gray
steady, sane Insistence Into the desperate brown ones.
"Shut up. Jack. Too will go back
with me tomorrow. I came here to
find you. and I won't leave without
you. Walt; bear me out! Locke's tool,
Red Matthews, the forger, died last
lyeek. He made a clean breast of It
Landon'a

down bv the river known to the police
as "Carter'» Rents," aloug a black pa«at
snge and aero»» the court to a room
the back of the saloon, where the Ugh

altering throu*.

small window, accentuated the
On the heap of
poverty and filth.
rags in the corner a man stirred an
I>andou recognized him as
moaned.
one of the wrecks that had haunted
the river frout durlug the past sumOf

a

m"IIere

take this and get some brandy—the best." and. thrusting a coin in
the child's hand, he pushed him out
and cloned the door.
"So you have come to the end of
vour row, Red?'
The man on the floor opened his eyes.
"Yes; I'm where the best and t e

worst of us have to come, but we
haven't time to be pawing compliDo you know where Hender
ments.
son is?"
"No. He has dropped out complete
ly. What do you know of him?"
"What 1 brought you here to tel

you—that

he never stole that money.

"I tell you the boy had nothing to do
Locke knew a thing or two
with It
about me-knew that 1 had escaped
from Slug Slug-and he forced me to
work. . could not rofo».
ao bu
It was that or prison, but III swear I
didn't know that the boy would get
the blame for It. Locke wrecked the
bank and had me doctor the book*
making the entries In another
«ritin"
He cave me an old letter to
copy It from: then he had me forge old
Daltun's name to that check.
did tigure out Just how be managed to

mr,,'

jnans

It on the boy. but I reckon my
false entries must have been In his
writing, and when the young fool ran
awnv that fastened It on him. Locke
kicked me out like a dog when he got
thiuga fixed to suit him. I drifted
south for a couple of months and came
back like this. I didn't know my time
was so short or I'd have sent for you

lay

Write it out and let me sign

before.

^Landon's

flew

pen

over

the paper.

Black, ugly and tangible, the tempta-

tion whispered at his ear:
"Delav gain time. Henderson free to
come back, and Judith is lost to you
The man ou the floor moaned feebly.
"Hurry Mr. Landon. It's getting dark
-mighty dark. Get Mother Biddle and
Jimmy Sullivan from the saloon for
witnesses. Where's that boy with the
Aiid he
brandyΊ There he Is now.
Get I
snatched eagerly at the bottle.

done with. Mr. Landon. I cannot hold
out much longer."
It was over, and Red Matthews laj
hack panting from the exertion.
"I almost forgot." he said to Landon

"when I was over In St. Louis 1 met
Don Battle. He told me about Henderson's trouble, the first I'd heard of It.
and he said that a fellow from Lara
mle had told him about meeting Heu
dersou In Sauta Fe. He got on to his
name by accident and didn't know that
Dun knew Henderson when he was
telling It. so I reckon you will have to
go to the Jumping off place to liud the
boy. You will find him and set this
straight. Mr. Landon?"
The glazing eyes sought for the face

him.

and Landon
"Yes. Red. I'll find blm.'

above

answered.

He watched her come slowly down
the stairs, the light of the great window behind her framing the little head
In an aureole of sunset ravs
Ills
heart's lady-his no more! With blind
resentment choking the words In his
throat he blundered through the story
of Ited Matthews' confession, and then
he found himself wondering at the
self possession with which she discussed the ways and means of dealing
with Peter Locke.
"Poor little Lilias! What a miserable tangle!" said Judith qb they walked
to the gate.
"I.ilias?·* He had forgotten Locke's
daughter, the pretty little girl who had
been Judith's shadow since Jack Henderson's tilght
The position had reversed Itself.
It was Judith who
would play consoler now.
Laudon lost no time in placing the
confession with the proper authorities.
He swore out the warrant against Peter Locke, Interviewed reporters and
then, with Judith's letter in bis pocket,
started westward on his quest
The limited paused just long enough
to drop I,andon at Umlltas, the straggling settlement strung along the
track, half shanties, half tepees.
"Hotel?"
The station ngent grinned nnd pointed to a house whose crazy clapboards
rattled in the desert wind.
"Arapahoe Kate is a-ruunln' that
there hash joint
She'll take you In.
but >on want to keep your gun

hand.v."

And he strode off down the track.
T!:e kirot of Mexicans and half breeds
made way for Landon. Kate stood In
the doorway, leering a drunken welcome from uuder the man's bat slouched over her frowsy head.
"Grub's a-plenty, an* Texas Charlie's
hit the trull, leavin' his bunk behind,"
nud upon that assurance Laudon followed her to a cubbyhole back of the
saloon, where the aforesaid bunk was
located.
Somewhere behind the thin
partition η Jangling piano oeled and
shrieked, and a chorus of discordant
voices bellowed a medley of ribald
He could bear tho snap of
songs.
cards upon the tables the clink of
glasses, aud then a few minor chords
were struck, and a mellow baritone
rolled forth in a border song of starry
Landon
nights and women's faces.
He knew 'that
eprang to bis feet
voice, aud he pushed the door open.
"Heudereon ?"
The

singer,

a

Landou's like those of a haunted
animal at bay.
Landou caught his

on

arm.

"No, you don't, Jack.

come

all

now."

this

distance

I have not
to lose you

Not a man stirred to interfere. The
too common In Umlltas, and
Laudon and his quarry pat-sed out to
the shelter of a clump of mesqulte.
Then the boy faced blm.
"See here, David Landon. If you
hare come her· thinking to take me
back 1 tell yon now 1 won't go. Γν·

scene was

retched our Unit te itaelBg ter bmtf

Picture Frames

A Help
Health
For

and Pictures,

The

Mats, Mirrors

W. Ripley, Me., Sept a6, 1906.
"We have used the true 'L. F.' At·
wood's Bitters in our family for over
and we know—all Trenton knows—that
years, and think it far superior
thirty
with
do
to
wrecking
bad
nothing
you
to any other medicine of the kind we
we
but
will
die
hard,
the bank. Locke
ever used."
Sincerely yours,
have him cornered, and be has to take
Mrs. H. C. Nane.
his medicine. Let go. boy. You are
true
throttling me!"
Every household should keep theTheir
Henderson's bands dropped, but be "L. F." Atwood's Bitters on hand.
stimulating and cleansing action on
poured out a storm of questions.
bowels and blood aids
"He confessed! Landon, he told me stomach, liver,
to proceed with normal
these
organs
that Lllias did It— Lilias; that be had
regularity and maintain the perfect
forced her to forge Dalton's name to
health of the body. For old and young
that check In order to gain time wltb
the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters are a rethe New York people; that the truth liable remedy. 35c. at druggists.
must

come

Piano

Henderson was stlil pouring out his
questions us Jack thrust the letter in
the boy's hand. "Never mind all that.
The girl bad nothing to do with It.
Red Matthews did the forgery, and
Locke Bent him out of town before he
found out that you were accused of It.
Here Is Judith's letter." And he turned bis back, every nerve α-qulver with
the blind raye that possessed him.
"Here's one for you." And Henderson held out the sheet of paper.
You Dear Old Stupid David:

Who so blind a· a man that will not
sec? When you have brought Jack back
to Lllias Locke to comfort her in these
black days of her father's disgrace, com·
to me and ask what you will.
JUDITH.

Tuning

and Fine

TEACHER

too.
You

know all about it"
"Lllias!" I*andon caught the tone In
which Heuderson uttered the name.
The rest was meaningless babble. And
Judith hnd sent him to bring her lover
home!

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

Repairing.

Refer· to Charlea D. Stacy, Boston.
38tf

Norway, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS,
Is Agent fox*

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

Confectioner, Norway, Me.

First-class work done.

Opp. Elm Houao.

Family Washings

Specialty,

a

Encouraged.

"I am afraid," said Mr. Henpeck,
"that I made a fool of myself today."
"Don't worry about It" his wife replied. "It isn't likely that anybody
noticed anything unusual about the
way you spoke
Record-Herald.

or

acted."—Chicago

A· a Mini I·.
"Don't you hate to grow old?" said
the first egg sadly.
"No. I don't" returned the second
egg, with a toss of the hoad. "When
I become old enough I am going oq
the stage."—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Th· Censor.
"Does your wife assist you In your
work?" queried the horse reporter. "I
see lier at your desk often."
"Yes." replied the self confessed humorist. "She destroys all my wife and
mother-in-law Jokes."—Chicago News.
Tha Caaa Altered.
In France they call gray hair "a little dust from the road of life." which
is certainly very poetical.
But when
you tlnd "a little duet from the road of
life" In your butter the poetry ran·
tehee at one·.

LUWC8

THt

Dr. King's
New Discovery
with

JSh.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUABANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONEY REFUNDED.

For Sale.
BARGAINS in all kinds of Real
Estate in Norway and South Paris.

last
Several new bargains listed
week. It will pay you to investigate
before buying elsewhere.

Do you wish to

crete house

Paris

One Thine at
a

a

Time

"I cau't afford to advertise on
large scale," said u merchant

"and witli my varied stock
I wouldn't know where to begin

It 1·

the advertising moat

Telephone

with the most lavish advertisers, and, If It did, the result
would be a Jumble of prolixity.

even

The true

^

policy

at

Is to select one

a

that at the
Itecord.

people.—Philadelphia

You are Invited to try this
plan In our columns. Change
your

every tenue.
columns

w'th

od.

Huyers wntch
for etore new·.

Estate,

115*12.

ΡΗΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICK8.
To all oersons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, hel<l at Pari». In anil
for the County of Oxford, on the thlnl Tuesday of
December, In the year of our Lonl one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred an<l seven.
having l>ecn presented for the action thcreu|>on
hereinafter Indicated, It is herel.y Ordkrrd :
That notice thereof be (riven to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this onler to be
nubllshe·! three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a new«i>ai>er published at South
Parti, in «aid County, tliat they may aopear at a
ourt to be held at said
Paris, on
Probate
the third Tuesday of January, A.l>. l'J08, at 9
of the clock In the foremon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.

time—something
moderately priced and meeting
the want of the day—and push
article

con-

Malno.

Norway,

of fact It never does,

point

new

Street, South

Insurance and Real

cover

the whole stock.

In

the

Moses P. Stiles,

fallacy that

a common

buy

Pine

price.

small scale."

on a

Village,

on

Paying only a small part cash and
the rest in monthly payments? If so
call or write at once for particulars.
This is a rare chance to purchase an
ideal home at a remarkable low

lately,

ture

The Greedy One.
Traveling through South Africa. Mr.
Dudley Kidd. the author of "The Essential Kafflr." once accused a native
of being greedy. The native turned
eyes of reproach upon him.
"Me greedy, baas?" he said.
"It
takes two Kafllrs to eat a sheep in a
day, but only oue Hottentot Hottentot greedy, not Kattlr."

CURE

FOR CoL§8 8

Berkshire Manners.
Mary Russell Mitford used to de
elare that there was no place in England like her "sunuy Berkshire." As
to the country people, they were unmatched for their suavity, courtesy
aud respectful manners. One day Miss

plncott's.

kill™· COUCH

«MB

ι

Magazine.

In Society.
The negro barber on a limited train
running from au eastern city to Chicago was once shaving a man whom he
recognized as a well known merchant
of Albany. The barber worked with
especial skili and was rewarded with a
substantial fee.
When the barber was telling the
other employees on the train of his
good luck, he announced pompously:
"He's shore a mighty fine gentleman,
dat Mr. Smith, .les" as nice a man as
you'd wanter meet I's often l»eon In
his sto'. In Albany, but dis is de fust
time I's ever met him socially."—Lip-

our

J". HE. Fletolier,

MANAGER.

triumphantly,

One on the Teacher.
Among the corps of Instructors In
ono of Washington's high schools Is a
woman highly esteemed ne a teacher
of American history. The class under
her care had under consideration oue
day topics concerning the civil war
when one volunteered, In illustration
of some point, a lurid account of a battle in which, he claimed, an uncle of
his had participated.
The teacher interposed to observe
that the anecdote could hardly be cor
rect, as the uncle In question was uear
her own age and she was not burn un
til after the close of the war.
At this the boy seemed a trifle chagrined at being so evidently in the
wrong. After a few moments of embarrassed silence he said, with the
naive air of one who has much the best
of the situation:
"Oh, but, Miss Blank, 1 did not
mean the Revolutionary war!"—Pittsburg Leader.

are in Norway try
Home Made Candy.

When you

EDWARD C. BEAN,

aud amid a general titter the dlscoui
flted superintendent gave It up and
passed ou to something else.—Strand

Mitford was walking through a pas
with an Incredulous London lady
There was a lad driving a cow. and
his manners were to be tested. "Now,"
said Miss Mitford. "you will see how
gallaut are our country folk." There
was a gate to be opened, and the boy
opened It. and the ladles p:isr.ed
through. There was triumph on the
part of Miss Mitford. The London
lady put a question to the boy. "You're
not Berkshire. I'm sure?" and this
was the gentle boy's reply: "Thee'rt a
liar, vor I be."

|

W. A. Porter,

"Why not, sonnyV"
"'Cause he ain't liable to have no
gray hair. Dad's bald." chirped the
philosopher

SOUTH PARIS.

TROMBONE.

OP

Couldn't Be Done.
"Boys." began the Sunday school superintendent Impressively, "1 hope
none of you will ever get Into the reprehensible habit of ailudiug to your
When you
father as 'the old man.'
grow up, uo matter how big or old you
may be, you should always look up to
and respect the sliver hairs of your
father, who has growu beut and gray
working for you In your helpless infancy. Now, all of you who think you
can do
this, pieuse raise your right
hands."
Up went every hand except one.
Sternly eying the delinquent, the superintendent solemnly observed:
"Why, young uiun, I atn horrllled.
absolutely horrltied. us well us ustouished at your behavior.
Dou't you
wish to raise your hand aud put yourself on record as being willing to respect the gray hairs of your futher
wheu you grow up to l)e a man'/"
"No. No use tryln*. Can't do It no
how," unblushingly responded the lad

youthful

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepfa and Oil a specialty.

MYRON H. WATSON,

false
It in

Mouldings s,J.

&

out and she be tried for

forgery unless I would take the blame
upon myself to shield ber, and my
flight was the only thing that could

Judith's face on the day of Jack Hen- save ber. I never knew of those
derson's flight urged him on. He fo- entries on the books until I saw
lowed the boy through the back streets the papers—that was a forgery
But what's the use of all this?
to the tumbledown row of tenements

handsome, haggard
boy. sprang from the piano and startsys- ed for the outside door, his
eyes fixed
Refuse any

dash of nutmeg and one tableepoonful of tem as it is
mildly laxative.
lemon juice. Add to this a little Wor"Cremation ia good," wrote the little cestershire sauce and one-fourth tea- but the genuine in the yellow package.
For sale by all druggists.
girl in the examination, "because the spoonful of paprika and two cupfuls of
might only be in a swoon, and if oooked calfs liver cut in dice. Let it
is burned he cannot recover."
"My daughter is going to marry a milboil and then serve on toast.
lionaire."
CREAMED FRANKFURTERS.
"Isn't that nice? Who is be and when
A CARD.
Make a sance of one and one-half table- is the wedding to be?"
This ia to certify that all druggists are
"I don't know yet. She's just joined
each of butter and flonr and
authorized to refund your money if spoonfuls
Season this with the chorus."
one cupful of milk.
Foley1· Honey and Tar faila to cure your
and salt. Skin fonr frankfurter
cough or oold. It atopa the cough, heala pepper and cut into
pieces about an DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
the lnnga and preventa serious reanlta sausages
inch long; bring these to the boiling
The
from a cold. Cares la grippe, cougha
*
person who disturbed the congrein tne sauce and serve.
and prevents pneumonia and consump- point
gation last Sundav by continually coughto buy a bottle of
tion. Contains no
opiates. The gen- For ball and evening dresses tba short ing I· requested
nine ia in a yellow package. Refuse auhFoley's Honej and Tar. For sale by all
are
muoh
sleeves
favored.
Japanese
■tltntea. foraal· pj all drugglsta.
irugglsts.

Craon

j For Judith. ?

In thii hell hoi·, and 111
«lire."

our

ΛΜΙΚ C. COLE, lite of Gllead, deceased:
petition for probate thereof presented
by Henry C. I'eabody, the executor therein
^ named.
will anil

Φ ♦ΦΦΦ4·? ·♦
NOTICK.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he h«»
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ELLEN 11 EMERY, late of BuckfleM,
Id the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All pereone b;t\ lng
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to preftent the same for settlement, and
til Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
NATHAN E. MOItUILL.
Dec 17th, 1907.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to

OS

ELLIS P. RUSSELL, late of Sumner, deceased; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by I.ottle 51. Russell, widow.
WILLIAM C. BROOKS, late of Milton Plantation, ileceascd ; llrst and final account for allowance also petition for onler to distribute balance remaining In her hands presented by Isabel
S. Brooks, administratrix.
ARTEL J. RUSSELL, late of Sumner, de
ceased; llrst ami llnal account presented for
allowance by Gracc M. Russell, administratrix.
BERT G. WHITMAN, late of Bethel, deceased ; pvtlt'on for order to illstribulc balance
remaining In his hands presented by Fred II.
Whitman, administrator.

—

ALBION E. BRADBURY, late of Canton, deceased; petition that Arthur·!. Foster, Benjamin
B. Dalley and Ivory G. Harmon be appointed
trustees of a fuml left by said ilcccascd for the
iHMietlt of the building of a Universalis Church
at Canton Point In said Canton, presented by
Byron C. Walte et als, Interested parties.

Carpets

close out odd patterns

I

REBECCA JANE RICKNELL, late of Hartford, deceased ; will and petition for probate
thereof presented by William Emery Ulcknell,
the executor therelu named.

WILSON L. RICH A RDS of Paris, ward ; petition for llccnse to sell and convey real estate presented by Myra S. Richards, guardian.

and clean

SAItAH S. STEVENS, late of Paris,deceased;
petition for determination of collateral Inherittux presented by Kred H. DeCoster, execu-

ance

ip stock.

tor.

A LVA SHURTLEFF, late of Paris, deceased ;
llnal account presented for allowance by Willie
K. ShurtlclT, executor.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

SARAH S. STEVENS, late of Paris, dcccaaed ;
llrst account presented for allowance by Fred H.
DeCoster, executor.
EDMUND DkCOSTER, late of Buekflel.l, deceased; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In their hands presented by Fred S.
DeCoster and Charles L. DeCoster, adminis-

Sts.,

trators.

ELLA M. FARRAR, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for allowance out of personal estate preby Hczcklah Farrar, widower.

sented

MAINE.

MORWAY,

ADDISON K. HERRICR, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

Bankrupt's Petition

In the matter of
FRANCOIS X. LANG

for

LOIS,

Discharge,

)

{ In

Bankrupt. )

Hankr»ptcy.

Γο the Hon. Clarkncb Hai e, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
FRANCOIS X. LANG LOIS, of Mexico, in the
County of Oxfonl. and State of Maine, In
«aid District, respectfully represents that on
the 9th day of Nov., last past, he was duly
idjudged bankrupt underthe Acta of CongreM relating to Bankruptcy; that he haa duly aurrenlered all hla property and right· of property,
ind ha-> fully compiled with all the requirement*
>f sal t Acta and of the onler* of Court touching
ils bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
iy the Court to have a full discharge from all
tebta provable against his estate under said
innkruplcr Acts, except such debt· as are exOpted by law from auch discharge.
bated this zotli day of Pec.. A. I). 1907.
FRANCOIS X. LANG LOIS, Bankrupt.

I

I RADE

Dcsions
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention ts probably pwentabl» Communications strictly conUdeutlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
sont free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patenta taken through Munn Λ Co. recel»·
tpteial notiee, without charge, in th·

Scientific Hmcrican.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largeat dr.
eolation of any scientific tournai. Term·, 13 a
year: four months, fL Sold by all newsdealer·.

OIIDEH OF NOTICE TIIKltKOI*.

REMEMBER!

DIHTRICT OF MAINK, SS.
On thla 28th day of Dec., A. D. 1907, on readng the foregoing petition, it la
Onlered by the Court, That a hearing be had
ipon the same on the 17th day of Jan., A. D.
'J0>, before said Court at Portland, In aald Dlarict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noCan afford to and will pay more for rags, rubber·, and metal than any stranger that calls to I Ice thereof be published In the Oxfonl Demo! crat, a newapaper printed In aald District, and
your house.
He pavs from $5 to $9 per ton for Iron dellv· hat all known creditor·, and other persona In
ntcreat, may api>ear at the said time and place,
ered to nlm here.
ind show cause, If any they have, why the
He buys folded newspaper·.
He Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent a pound. I >rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
Robber· according to market. Paya market
he Clerk shall send by mall to all known crediprice for bran aacka.
tors copie· of aald petition and thl· onler, ad·
Ireaeed to them at their place· of residence M
it&teil.
Witness the Hon. Clarkncb IIalb, Judge of
he said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
N. Bolster home- η aald District, on the 28th day of Dec-, A. D.
The

Morris Klain,

Norway, Me.

j

|

Desirable Residence for Sale.

Capt H.
stead situated in South Paris

village,

thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modem equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,

907.

II.β.]
A

true

For Sale.

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

ΚΚΪΚΚΠΜΙΕϊάπΒΐ

JAMES Ε. HEWKY, Clerk.
copy of petition and order thereon.
Atteat: JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.

The homestead of the late Charles
3.

Atwood,

inquire of
F.
|6tf

R.

in Buckfield

DYER,

village,

Buckfield.

